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Genomic approaches to the study of splicing in 
Plasmodium falciparum and other organisms using high 

throughput sequencing 
 

Michelle Dimon 

Abstract 

In the last five years, high throughput sequencing has revolutionized biological research.  

The ability to quickly generate millions of short sequence reads enables studies that 

would have been inconceivable even 10 years ago.  This work focuses on RNA-Seq, the 

application of high throughput sequencing to an organism’s transcriptome.  We describe 

a method of library preparation that improves sequence coverage, a new algorithm for 

detecting splice junctions in the datasets, and finally, application of these techniques to 

the study of splicing in Plasmodium falciparum. 

The long march is a technique for Solexa library preparation that increases contig length 

and target sequence coverage. The long march incorporates a Type IIS restriction enzyme 

into the sequencing primer adapter.  Each round of marching cuts off the initial part of 

the read and ligates a new adapter downstream, creating overlapping reads.  Validation 

on P. falciparum genomic and human hepatitis B virus positive samples showed 39% and 

42%, respectively, increases in numbers of bases covered. 

Next we developed an algorithm to detect spliced reads crossing exon-exon junctions in 

RNA-Seq datasets.  Our algorithm uses an unbiased approach, relying only on the read 

dataset and a reference genome, detecting canonical and noncanonical splice junctions.  

This works by dividing reads in half for initial seeding in the reference genome then 

using an HMM, trained on the input data, to determine the optimal splice position. Our 
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algorithm provides a score for each splice junction, which allows researchers to tune the 

false positive rate to the requirements of their experiment.  This approach identifies more 

splice junctions than currently available algorithms, without a reduction in specificity, 

when tested on publicly available datasets for Arabidopsis thaliana, Plasmodium 

falciparum, and Homo sapiens. 

Finally, our library preparation technique and splice detection algorithm were used to 

study splicing in P. falciparum.  Both our data and publicly available datasets were used 

to identify splicing events in the blood stages of the parasite.  We confirmed 6,678 

previously known introns and identified 977 novel introns with canonical splice edges.  

In addition, we detected 310 alternative slicing events as well as splicing events antisense 

to known transcripts. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Malaria is an enormous global health burden, responsible for more than 800,000 deaths 

per year [1].  Plasmodium falciparum is one of five causative agents of malaria in 

humans [2], by far the most deadly.  Drug resistance is an enormous problem with 

malaria.  Resistance to chloroquine and sulphadoxine–pyrimethamine caused an increase 

in childhood mortality due to malaria in Sub-Saharan Africa before the introduction of 

artemisinin combination therapy (ACT) [3].  The current frontline treatment for 

uncomplicated malaria is ACT, but resistance has developed in Southeast Asia [4].  New 

drugs are needed against P. falciparum, and a deep understanding of the molecular 

biology of the organism can help direct drug development efforts.   

 

P. falciparum has a complex lifecycle in two hosts, humans and Anopholes mosquito.  

Infection for a human begins with a bite from an infected mosquito.  The sporozoites 

travel from the mosquito salivary gland to the liver.  After 14 days, thousands of 

merozoites are released into the bloodstream and invade red blood cells, initiating the 

intraerythrocytic development cycle (IDC).  The parasites progress from an initial ring 

stage into trophozoites then schizonts, then finally each parasite divides into 

approximately 30 merozoites, which burst from the red blood cell and invade a new red 

blood cell, continuing the cycle.  This lifecycle takes 48 hours and is synchronized; all 

the parasites burst from their red blood cells at approximately the same time.  This is the 

source of the cyclical fevers characteristic of malaria.   
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The P. falciparum genome was published in 2002 [5].  The genome was challenging to 

sequence because of the approximately 80% AT content across the genome. There are 

5,589 genes in the P. falciparum genome and 2,940 of these contain introns.  The average 

exon size is 940 bp (552 bp in genes with introns) and the average intron size is 176 bp, 

with an average of 1.4 introns per gene.  The original genome annotation was done 

mainly by computer algorithms, with some manual curation, and this annotation has 

proven quite error prone.  It has been estimated that 24% of the genes are incorrectly 

annotated [6].  There has been a lot of effort in recent years to improve the annotation, 

but errors remain prevalent. 

 

Initial microarray analyses on the transcriptome of P. falciparum have elucidated an 

intriguing pattern of gene expression through the stages of the IDC [7, 8]. Whereas only 

about 15% of genes are periodically regulated through the cell cycle in yeast or human 

HeLa cells, over 80% of P. falciparum genes vary in transcript abundance as a function 

of the life cycle.  Most genes have a single peak of transcript abundance, and taken 

together the transcriptome forms a continuous cascade of gene expression.  Subsequent 

studies have expanded our knowledge further, with studies of RNA decay throughout the 

lifecycle [9].   

 

One area of P. falciparum that is poorly understood is splicing and the regulation of 

splicing.  Although over half the genes in the P. falciparum transcriptome are spliced [5], 

and there are individual examples of genes which have alternative isoforms [10-16], a 

genome-wide survey of alternative splicing has not been undertaken in this organism.  A 
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natural approach for this study is RNA-Seq [17], applying high-throughput sequencing to 

an organism’s mRNA to analyze the transcriptome at a single nucleotide resolution. To 

accomplish this study of alternative splicing in P. falciparum using RNA-Seq, we 

developed library prep techniques to improve our coverage of the highly AT-rich 

genome.  Next we developed an algorithm to align RNA-Seq reads back to a P. 

falciparum genome.  Finally, we used these techniques to generate and analyze a large 

library of RNA-Seq P. falciparum reads to produce a genome-wide study of alternative 

splicing in P. falciparum. 

 

Background on High Throughput Sequencing 

Sanger sequencing has been used since the 1970s to determine the sequence of DNA.  

The first viral sequence, of phi X174, was sequenced by Sanger in 1977 [18].  The past 

twenty years have seen an explosion in genome sequencing, with the Haemophilus 

influenzae genome in 1995 [19] and the Saccharomyces cerevisae genome in 1996 [20].  

Draft sequences of the human genome were released in 2001 [21, 22] and finished in 

2004 [23].  However, the next generation sequencing technologies such as Illumina’s 

Solexa / Genome Analyzer and Roche’s 454 sequencing are revolutionizing what can be 

studied with sequencing.  The potential of next generation sequencing technologies has 

been compared to the early days of PCR [24].  The initial sequence of a human genome 

took over 10 years and has been reported as costing $100 million [25].  The genome 

sequence of James Watson was recently sequenced in 2 months for less than $1 million 

using Roche’s 454 sequencing technology [25].  Five Illumina Genome Analyzers were 

used to generate the sequence of an Asian (Chinese) individual in 1-2 months using less 
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than half a million dollars [26], and a Korean genome was recently published also 

generated with Illumina sequencing technology [27]. 

 

Next generation sequencing technologies, particularly Illumina’s Solexa technology, have 

been applied to the transcriptome of organisms, in a process called RNA-Seq [28].  The 

idea of studying an organism’s transcriptome, or the set of transcripts expressed in a cell, 

began with microarrays [29-31].  Microarrays allowed researchers to look at gene 

expression for every gene in an organism quantitatively, thus quickly ascertain what 

genes were regulated in response to a specific stimulus.  EST sequencing, introduced in 

1991 provided a way for researchers to sequence many transcripts from an organism [32]. 

While EST sequencing did not provide the quantitative information or the breadth of 

microarrays, the ability to look at specific transcripts at a nucleotide resolution 

complemented microarray technology well.  High throughput sequencing provides both 

the breadth and quantitative data of microarrays and the nucleotide resolution of EST 

sequencing. 

 

The main challenge presented by high throughput sequencing technologies, for both 

genome and transcriptome sequencing, is the creation of tools designed to process 

millions of short read sequences rapidly.  The short reads can be assembled, by tools such 

as Velvet [33], ABySS [34], SSAKE [35], and SOAPdenovo [36].  More frequently, 

though, the short reads are aligned back to a reference genome.  Illumina / Solexa 

sequencing provides ELAND (unpublished) for this purpose, but faster, more accurate 

tools have been developed recently.  The first generation of alignment tools included 
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MAQ [37] and SOAP [38].  The second generation relies on the Burrows-Wheeler 

Transform, yielding significant improvements in speed and accuracy.  These tools 

include BWA [39], SOAPv2 [40], and Bowtie [41].   

 

Background on Splicing 

While the alignment tools mentioned can align full-length matches to a reference 

genome, RNA-Seq reads from organisms with splicing also have reads that cross exon-

exon boundaries.  When aligned back to the reference genome, these reads appear to 

show an insert in the genome for the intron sequence, which was spliced out of the 

mRNA transcript that was sequenced.  Splicing is regulated by the spliceosome, which 

breaks the pre-mRNA transcript at the intron-exon boundaries then joins the two exons 

together [42].  Motifs within the transcript help guide the splicing, the most important of 

which are the first few nucleotides of the intron (the 5’ splice site) and the last few 

nucleotides of the intron (the 3’ splice site).  The consensus motif for the 5’ splice site is 

GTRAGT and the consensus motif for the 3’ splice site is YAG, but the motifs are 

extremely degenerate so only the GT and AG are reliable.  These splice edges are found 

in 98% of human introns [43].   

Splicing without GT-AG edges can also occur.  The second most frequent splice site 

edges are GC-AG, which is a degeneracy of GT-AG and processed by the same 

machinery.  Some organisms, including humans, have a minor spliceosome which 

processes AT-AC splice sites [42].  There are also examples of splicing not mediated by a 

spliceosome, for example the processing of the HAC1 transcript in yeast [44].  HAC1 

mRNA is spliced by the protein Ire1p as part of the unfolded protein response [45]. 
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As with many concepts in biology, the simple description of a pre-mRNA transcript 

being splicing to yield the one version of the final mRNA transcript has proven overly 

simplistic.  Instead, a pre-mRNA transcript can often be spliced in many different ways to 

yield multiple versions of a gene.  The most common types of alternative splicing are 

alternative 5’ edges, alternative 3’ edges, and cassette splicing [46].  Alternative 5’ and 3’ 

edges occur when an intron can be spliced at multiple different edges.  Cassette splicing 

occurs when an exon is skipped entirely.  For example, one version of the transcript may 

include exons 1, 2, and 3 whereas another version of the transcript includes only exons 1 

and 3.  Alternative splicing is much more frequent than previously thought.  Recent 

RNA-Seq studies indicate that almost all multi-exonic human transcripts have alternative 

isoforms [47, 48]. 

 

Aligning RNA-Seq reads across exon-exon junctions without bais 

Our goal in developing HMMSplicer was to accurately align P. falciparum short reads 

across splice junctions relying on as few assumptions about the biology of splicing as 

possible.  When this project was initiated, there were two realistic tools available: 

ERANGE [49] and BLAT [50].  BLAT was originally designed to align EST reads, 

generally 200 to 500 nucleotides long.  While it can accurately ‘unsplice’ these longer 

reads, it generates many false positives with the short reads from high throughput 

sequencing.  Early RNA-Seq experiments using BLAT for alignment required extensive 

filtering steps.   ERANGE had the advantage of being designed for short reads.  

Unfortunately, it was designed to align 36 bp reads back to a mammalian genome.  At 

this short length, the reads could not be aligned de novo back to the genome accurately.  
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ERANGE took another approach of aligning the reads not to the whole genome but to 

known exon-exon junctions, thus limiting the search space to improve results.   

 

Neither BLAT nor ERANGE was sufficient for our problem of aligning 40-50 bp 

sequence reads back to the P. falciparum genome.  The ERANGE approach was 

completely opposite our goal of unbiased discovery.  The genome annotation in P. 

falciparum is known to have up to 24% incorrect gene models [6].  In addition, the goal 

of the project was to identify alternative splicing and novel splice junctions.  Thus a 

solution that only found splice junctions already in the genome annotation would not aid 

us.  The basic approach of BLAT provided a better starting point for our project.  

However, we needed a way to distinguish the BLAT false positives from the true 

alignments.  Previous approaches relied heavily on existing genome annotations.  Two 

studies in yeast used BLAT to find spliced reads.  One study divided BLAT results into 

those matching known annotations and novel splices [51].  In this study, the false 

positives were manually curated and no true novel splice forms were found (unsurprising 

in yeast, which has limited and well-characterized splicing).  The other study used 

existing gene models to train a support vector machine (SVM) that was then used to 

distinguish whether a junction was good [17], again finding no novel splice isoforms in 

yeast.  Another approach used EST sequences and gene models to build an SVM then 

used spliced reads simulated from a high throughput sequencing set to optimize the 

alignments [52].  These approaches can detect de novo splice junctions, but they rely 

heavily on existing gene annotations for their training, so they will miss true alignments 

that differ from known exon-exon junctions.  For example, if the splice motif surrounding 
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a set of alternatively spliced genes is different from the standard splice motif in known 

genes, these junctions would be missed using this approach. 

 

Rather than using existing gene annotations to score junctions, we wanted to use all the 

information inherent in the high throughput sequences, without using any biological 

assumptions.  The information in the high throughput sequencing reads includes the 

sequence and quality score for each nucleotide and the information available from the 

alignment, including the number of bases on each side of the exon-exon junction and the 

genomic sequence in the exon and intron boundaries.  The biological information that we 

wanted to avoid including in our scoring algorithm included similarity to known gene 

models, splice site motifs, and intron lengths.  The scoring algorithm included in 

HMMSplicer, described in detail in Chapter 3, reflects these goals, and is shown to be 

extremely accurate at judging true and false positive alignments. 

 

After determining our scoring algorithm, we revisited the decision to use BLAT to 

generate the initial alignments.  While BLAT’s speed was sufficient in P. falciparum, 

tests on human datasets found it quite slow.  Since we were using BLAT only for the 

initial seeding, and we could make the assumption that the read only crossed a single 

exon-exon junction, we found we could increase the speed considerably without a loss of 

sensitivity by dividing the reads in the half and aligning each half with Bowtie.  This 

method does require that read-halves be long enough to match uniquely within the target 

genome.  The original problem solved by ERANGE of aligning 36 bp reads back to a 

mammalian genome could not use this approach because 18 bases is not long enough for 
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a unique match within a mammalian genome.  But our problem of aligning 40-50 bp 

reads back to a P. falciparum genome is tractable using this approach. 

 

Alongside our goal of limiting biological assumptions, we wanted to make the 

HMMSplicer algorithm as flexible as possible so users could both change any parameters 

we used and see what reads were discarded at each filter step.  For example, 

HMMSplicer does filter for canonical splice sites (GT-AG and GC-AG), but the user can 

adjust which canonical splice sites are used and the junctions with noncanonical splice 

sites are also provided for analysis. 

 

As a result of our efforts, HMMSplicer sensitively and specifically detects splice 

junctions in genomes of all sizes with different intron sizes, from P. falciparum with a 

genome of 23 million bases and an average intron size of 300 bases, to the human 

genome with 3 billion bases and an average intron size of 3413 bases [53].  It can detect 

noncanonical junctions, as evidenced by the detection of XBP1 junction in the human 

dataset (the human homolog to the yeast HAC1 gene [44]).  

 

Since we initiated our project, several tools have been published for detection of spliced 

reads in RNA-Seq datasets.  The most popular tool is TopHat [54].  TopHat, built by the 

group that developed Bowtie, works by using full-length alignments to build “exon 

islands”.  These islands are then used to create putative gene models, the edges of which 

are used as the search space for spliced reads in a manner similar to ERANGE.  TopHat 

was designed for mammalian genomes and performs best when the organism has larger 
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introns and for genes with relatively high coverage.  More recently, several algorithms 

have been published with approaches somewhat comparable to HMMSplicer, including 

SuperSplat [55], SplitSeek [56], and SpliceMap [57]. Each algorithm has benefits and 

drawbacks, but none of the algorithms provide the unbiased splice junction alignments 

that HMMSplicer provides.  SuperSplat is unbiased and does detect non-GT-AG 

alignments, but it requires a perfect match (no errors) and is extremely memory intensive.  

SplitSeek is similar to HMMSplicer but it is designed for SOLiD reads only and requires 

at least one read be split evenly across the splice junction, lowering sensitivity.  

SpliceMap is also similar to HMMSplicer but requires 50 nt long reads.  In addition, 

SpliceMap only detects GT-AG splice junctions without an option to retrieve other splice 

edges. 

 

Splicing in P. falciparum 

With the library preparation techniques and data analysis algorithm completed, we were 

ready to approach the genome-wide study of splicing in P. falciparum.  In addition to the 

Illumina Solexa reads generated in our lab, another group recently published RNA-Seq 

data on P. falciparum [10].  Their analysis included only a cursory look at splicing and 

alternative splicing, but their data was publicly available, providing us with additional 

data for our analysis. 

As described in Chapter 4, all the datasets were analyzed in the same way, generating 

both general coverage statistics and HMMSplicer predicted splice junctions.  Our score 

threshold was set fairly conservatively to include many true positives while excluding 

most false positives.  Indeed, experimental validation showed that at least 90.5% of the 
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splice junctions above the score threshold while 65% of the splice junctions below the 

score threshold could be confirmed.  The splice junctions above the score threshold 

include known junctions found in PlasmoDB or published ESTs, as well we novel 

junctions and noncanonical GC-AG junctions.  In addition, we find antisense junctions.  

These junctions contain splice edges that are the reverse complement of the splice edges 

expected in the region (for example, CT-AC edges in a gene on the forward strand).  P. 

falciparum has long been known to have antisense transcripts [58, 59].  These antisense 

junctions show that these antisense transcripts can be spliced.  Our results show that these 

antisense junctions overlap sense introns more frequently than expected by chance (p < 

0.001).  The purpose of these spliced antisense transcripts will provide fuel for future 

research. 

 

In summary, this thesis describes a method to improve Solexa library preparation, a 

method to analyze RNA-Seq data for splice junctions, and the application of these two 

techniques to the study of splicing in the malaria parasite P. falciparum. 
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Abstract 

 High-throughput short-read technologies have revolutionized DNA sequencing by 

drastically reducing the cost per base of sequencing information.  Despite producing 

gigabases of sequence per run, these technologies still present obstacles in resequencing 

and de novo assembly applications due to biased or insufficient target sequence coverage.  

We present here a simple sample preparation method termed the “long march” that 

increases both contig lengths and target sequence coverage using high-throughput short-

read technologies.  By incorporating a Type IIS restriction enzyme recognition motif into 

the sequencing primer adapter, successive rounds of restriction enzyme cleavage and 

adapter ligation produce a set of nested sub-libraries from the initial amplicon library.  

Sequence reads from these sub-libraries are offset from each other with enough overlap 

to aid assembly and contig extension.  We demonstrate the utility of the long march in 

resequencing of the Plasmodium falciparum transcriptome, where the number of genomic 

bases covered was increased by 39%, as well as in metagenomic analysis of a serum 

sample from a patient with hepatitis B virus (HBV)-related acute liver failure, where the 

number of HBV bases covered was increased by 42%. We also offer a theoretical 

optimization of the long march for de novo sequence assembly.    
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Introduction  

DNA sequencing technology has benefited from tremendous progress over the 

past several years, with many platforms routinely producing >109 nucleotides (nt) of data 

during a single run [59].  Current generation high-throughput sequencers require a library 

of amplicons from which reads are generated at random by a variety of different methods, 

including pyrosequencing [57], reversible chain-terminator extension (3), and ligation 

[58].   Many of these strategies produce relatively short reads, in the range of 36-70 nt 

[59], compared to traditional Sanger sequencing which routinely produces reads >800 nt 

in length (6,7).  For some applications, such as microRNA analysis (8), ChIP-Seq (9), or 

SAGE (Serial Analysis of Gene Expression) (10), short reads are sufficient.  However, 

for resequencing known genomes (5) and de novo assembly of unknown sequences 

(11,12), short reads present a bioinformatics challenge and make sufficient target 

sequence coverage difficult to achieve.   

To date, experimental solutions to these difficulties have focused on two 

approaches: increasing the number of reads produced from a sample or extending read 

length.  Technical advances such as paired-end reads (13,14) or optimization of 

sequencing platforms with hardware, software, and / or reagent upgrades can increase the 

number of reads produced from a sample.  Alternatively, additional reads can be 

produced by simply sequencing a sample multiple times.  However, reaching satisfactory 

coverage of target sequences with these solutions is expensive. 

Coverage with short-read technologies can also be increased by directly extending 

read length, which is achieved by increasing the number of synthesis or ligation cycles 

performed during sequencing.  While lengthening reads does not necessarily incur 
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additional cost, in practice, the signal to noise ratio of current technologies decreases at 

each cycle much more rapidly than in traditional Sanger sequencing, effectively limiting 

the number of bases that can be read with an acceptable degree of accuracy (3,15). 

We describe and demonstrate here a simple method for improving high-

throughput short-read sequencing results using a cost-effective sample preparation 

technique.  This process, termed the “long march,” utilizes a Type IIS restriction enzyme 

that cleaves DNA distal to its recognition motif (16,17).  By embedding this recognition 

motif in the sequencing primer adapter of the initial amplicon library, iterative rounds of 

digestion and ligation produce a nested set of sub-libraries for sequencing.  While we 

demonstrate this method using the Illumina (Solexa) GA2 platform, the long march 

procedure is applicable to any short-read shotgun sequencing system, including the ABI 

SOLiD and Helicos.  We show that the long march increases contig length and absolute 

coverage (compared to the same number of reads produced without the procedure) using 

a cDNA library generated from Plasmodium falciparum, the protozoan parasite 

responsible for the most deadly form of human malaria.  In addition, we show that the 

long march can aid in metagenomic analysis of a complex clinical specimen by 

increasing coverage of a particular pathogen (in this case hepatitis B virus, or HBV, in a 

serum sample from a patient with acute liver failure) (18).  Finally, we provide a 

theoretical framework for optimizing the long march for de novo genome assembly 

applications, based on relative enzyme efficiencies as well as starting DNA pool 

complexity.  These results suggest that considerable improvements in absolute base 

coverage may be achieved through relatively simple and cost-effective modifications of 

high-throughput sequencing sample preparation protocols. In essence, the long march 
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technique combines the desirable aspects of both shotgun sequencing and directed primer 

walking to produce substantially greater coverage within the same number of reads and 

using the same read length 

Materials and Methods 

Long marching and barcoding bead-bound cDNA  

For Plasmodium falciparum, 40 µL bead-bound cDNA aliquots (see Materials 

and Methods S1) were digested in 1x Fermentas Buffer B and 0.01 mM S-

adenosylmethionine with 5 U GsuI (Fermentas International Inc., Burlington, Ontario) 

for 1 hour at 30°C, then at 65°C for 20 min.  The digestion reactions were 

dephosphorylated as described in Materials and Methods S1, then washed and ligated to 

adapter “Sol-L-AA-NN” (short-SolL-GsuI-AANN and Sol-Adapter-L-short-phos-AA 

annealed).  All primer sequences can be found in Table S1.  Bead aliquots were again 

washed and resuspended in ddH2O.  40 µL was removed for PCR amplification with 

fullModSolS and Sol primer 1 for 10 cycles (see Materials and Methods S1 for PCR 

conditions).  The remaining 2 aliquots were digested again with GsuI, dephosphorylated, 

washed, and ligated to adapter “Sol-L-CC-NN” (short-SolL-GsuI-CCNN and Sol-

Adapter-L-short-phos-CC annealed).  After ligation, the beads were again washed and 

resuspended, and 40 µL was removed for PCR amplification with fullModSolS and Sol 

primer 1 for 10 cycles, while the remaining beads underwent one more round of GsuI 

digestion, dephosphorylation, washing, and ligation to adapter “Sol-L-TT-NN” (short-

SolL-GsuI-TTNN and Sol-Adapter-L-short-phos-TT annealed).  The final aliquot was 

washed after ligation and PCR amplified with fullModSolS and Sol primer 1 for 10 

cycles. 
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For the HBV sample, the long march and barcoding were carried out in an 

essentially identical fashion to that of Plasmodium falciparum with the following 

modifications: (1) the HBV sample used the adapters “Sol-L-CC-RR” (short-SolL-GsuI-

CCRR and Sol-Adapter-L-short-phos-CC annealed), “Sol-L-GG-RR” (short-SolL-GsuI-

GGRR and Sol-Adapter-L-short-phos-GG annealed), and “Sol-L-TT-RR” (short-SolL-

GsuI-TTRR and Sol-Adapter-L-short-phos-TT annealed) for march rounds 1 through 3, 

and (2) PCR amplification of all marched aliquots was carried out for 15 cycles instead of 

10 cycles using the PCR conditions described for the initial HBV library in Materials and 

Methods S1 . 

 

Solexa sequencing of initial and long marched cDNA  

For Plasmodium falciparum, the initial library and each marched sub-library were 

clustered on a Solexa flow cell in a separate lane (Illumina, Hayward, CA).  For the HBV 

sample, the initial library and round 3 marched sub-library were clustered with 15 other 

barcoded clinical samples in one lane.  Following cluster generation, Sol-SeqPrimer was 

annealed to the clusters on the flow cell, and 48 cycles (P. falciparum) or 36 cycles 

(HBV) of single base pair extensions were performed with image capture using an 

Illumina (Solexa) GA2 sequencer (Illumina, Hayward, CA).  The Solexa Pipeline 

software suite version 0.2.2.6 (Illumina, Hayward, CA) was utilized for base calling from 

these images.  Base called data can be found at http://derisilab.ucsf.edu/data/longmarch. 
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Analysis of sequence data  

Illumina's Solexa software ELAND was used to align reads, with the initial two nt of 

marched sub-library reads masked, to either Plasmodium falciparum genome release 5.4 

(23) or to the HBV genome (accession number: NC_003977) (21).  Any reads that did 

not match the genomes in a unique position were not considered for further analysis.  

Genome-aligned reads that mapped to the same genomic coordinates were then collapsed 

into one to determine the redundancy of each library.   

The percent of P. falciparum reads converted to the destination barcode for each 

round was determined by examining the initial two barcoded nt of the full reads in each 

lane.  For reads with the correct barcode, if the barcode did not match the two bases 

directly upstream of the genomic alignment, it was considered “definitely barcoded.”  If 

the barcode did match the two bases directly upstream of the genomic alignment, it was 

considered “possibly barcoded.”  The ratio of “definitely barcoded” reads to total reads 

was calculated as a conservative estimate of barcoding efficiency for each library.  The 

number of “definitely barcoded” reads, plus the number of “possibly barcoded” reads 

times the barcoding efficiency, gave the estimated number of correctly barcoded reads 

due to ligation.  This number divided by the total number of reads gave the estimated 

percent of correctly barcoded reads resulting from ligation. 

The offset histogram was calculated by comparing the starting positions of the P. 

falciparum reads in each dataset. For the march round 3 line, the upstream reads were 

half of the location-collapsed reads with no barcode (NN) from the initial library lane and 

the downstream dataset was an equal number of location-collapsed reads with a TT 

barcode from the lane marched three times.  For the initial library line, half the location-
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collapsed reads with no barcode (NN) from the initial library lane were compared with 

the other half. The offset was counted as the distance from the start of the upstream read 

to the start of the downstream read.  

Contig length for P. falciparum was calculated by counting the length of genomic 

segments covered by at least one read for 400,000 randomly selected reads from the 

initial library and the round 3 sub-library.  Contig lengths were then averaged 

independently for each library.   

 

Calculation of genome coverage 

 For both P.falciparum and HBV sample libraries, reads from the initial and the 

round 3 libraries were chosen at random to fill datasets of various fixed sizes.  Each 

dataset was then mapped back to its respective genome (minus the first 2 nt) and the 

number of genomic bases covered was determined. In order to account for extremely 

small dataset sizes, HBV datasets were randomly filled and analyzed 1000 times and the 

coverage results were averaged.     

 

Simulating optimization of the long march for de novo genome assembly 

The theoretical probability of a contig-generating match between two sequences 

(pm) was calculated as a function of the overlap length between the sequences (OL).  

Equal probability of all four nucleotides at each position was assumed.  The pm value was 

taken as the number of matching sequences (sm) divided by the number of total sequences 

(st) of length OL.  When only perfect matches were considered, sm = 1 and st = 4^OL, so 

pm = 1 / 4^OL.  When mismatches were allowed, sm equaled the number of sequences 
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within the allowed mismatch distance, which was calculated as described (24).  Given a 

dataset of S unique sequences, the probability of a sequence being spuriously joined with 

another to form a contig (ps) was calculated as ps = 1 – (1 – pm)^S.  The probability of at 

least one sequence in a dataset of size S being spuriously linked to another (pst) was 

calculated as pst = 1 – (1 – ps)^S.  The assumption of a search for overlap between the 3´ 

end of the given read and the 5´ ends of the remaining reads was assumed when 

calculating ps.  Therefore, the value of pst reflected the application of ps to an all-against-

all search in which each sequence could be connected to all others based on either a 5´ 

overlap, a 3´ overlap, or both. 

 Assembly was simulated in silico using an abstract amplicon data class.  Each 

amplicon contained a number of step positions numbered from zero through the number 

of simulated march rounds.  A number of amplicon instances was created equal to the 

simulated amplicon pool complexity.  The number of reads obtained was specified for 

each simulation.  For each read, an amplicon instance was selected randomly (assuming 

evenl representation of all amplicons in the pool), and a step number was randomly 

selected for that amplicon with the probabilities of various steps weighted as specified.  

The resulting amplicon-step combination (read) was added to a collection, and the 

contents of that collection were evaluated in terms of the redundancy of its contents and 

the ability to assemble amplicon sequences.  Reads were joined into a contig if they 

derived from adjacent step positions of the same amplicon instance.  Unlinked reads 

formed contigs of length = 1. 
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Results 

The long march uses a Type IIS restriction enzyme to create a series of 

nested sub-libraries with reduced read redundancy 

The long march approach exploits the ability of certain classes of restriction 

enzymes (Type IIS and some Type III enzymes) to cleave DNA downstream of their 

recognition motifs (19). These motifs are engineered into the required library adapters to 

permit iterative rounds of restriction enzyme cleavage and adapter ligation, which 

produce a set of nested sub-libraries. One can sequence either the sub-library generated at 

the final round or a combined pool created by mixing successive sub-libraries, depending 

on the efficiency of cleavage and ligation during the long march.   

To initiate the long march procedure, RNA from Plasmodium falciparum was 

reverse transcribed into double-stranded cDNA, biotinylated, and bound to streptavidin 

beads (see Materials and Methods S1).  In construction of the initial library, the adapter 

containing the sequencing primer hybridization site (Sol-L) was modified before its NN 

overhang to incorporate the recognition motif of the Type IIS restriction enzyme GsuI 

(5´-CTGGAG-3´).  Each march round began with digestion of the bead-bound cDNA 

with GsuI, which cleaves double-stranded DNA 14 nt distal to this motif (Figure 1) 

(16,17).  Digested cDNA was then ligated to barcoded Sol-L adapters, and this digestion 

and ligation process was repeated iteratively to generate three nested sub-libraries in 

addition to the initial cDNA library.  The initial library contained no barcode while 

subsequent rounds were barcoded AA, CC, and TT, respectively.  After 5-10 cycles of 

PCR, the initial library and each sub-library was clustered and sequenced in a separate 

Illumina (Solexa) GA2 flow cell lane. 
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The resulting 48bp sequence reads were aligned to the P. falciparum genome 

(23Mb) using Illumina’s ELAND software (20).  This analysis yielded the working 

dataset of genome-aligned reads presented in Table 1 and all subsequent analysis is based 

on this dataset unless otherwise noted.   

In order to estimate the redundancy of each library, reads aligned to the genome 

were collapsed by location – that is, reads that mapped to the same genomic coordinates 

were merged into one.  Location collapse was used rather than sequence-based collapse 

to discount aligned reads with sequencing errors.  While the genome-aligned reads from 

the initial library collapsed to 25.7% of the original dataset (an average of 3.89 reads 

collapsed into one), the genome-aligned reads from the round 3 sub-library collapsed 

less, to 38.2% of the original dataset (an average of 2.62 reads collapsed into one) (Table 

1).  These results indicate that the long march reduced the redundancy of the initial 

cDNA library. 

  

Marching creates offset overlapping reads and longer average contigs 

The first two nucleotides of each read from the three P. falciparum sub-libraries 

were analyzed to determine the fraction of reads in each pool that successfully ligated to 

the appropriate barcoded adapter (Figure 2A).  The first round of digestion and ligation, 

which should have added an AA barcode to each cDNA molecule, resulted in 91% of 

sequenced reads possessing an AA barcode. After adjusting for reads beginning with AA 

by chance instead of by ligation, we estimated that 89% of reads from the first round of 

marching received a barcoded adapter (see Materials and Methods). The second round of 

marching resulted in 76% CC barcodes (~76% from barcoded adapter ligation), while the 
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third round of marching resulted in 75% TT barcodes (~71% from barcoded adapter 

ligation).  The high percentage of correctly barcoded reads from each marched sub-

library confirms that significant decreases in digestion and ligation efficiency did not 

occur over three rounds of the long march procedure. 

Successful ligation of the barcoded adapters to each sub-library does not 

necessarily indicate that amplicons were iteratively marched forward. To assess how well 

the long march succeeded in producing offset, overlapping reads along library amplicons, 

the genome locations of successfully barcoded reads from the final round of digestion 

and ligation and non-barcoded reads from the initial library were compared.  In cases 

where a read from the final round mapped downstream of a read from the initial library, 

the distance between the 5´ termini was measured (Figure 2B). In an ideal long march, 

where both digestion and ligation efficiency are 100%, this comparison would yield a 

histogram of alignments with one offset peak at 38bp (14bp+12bp+12bp) corresponding 

to molecules three steps removed from the original amplicon.  While GsuI cuts 14bp into 

the cDNA (16,17), the portion removed in rounds 2 and 3 contained a two nucleotide 

barcode that did not match the genome, thus reducing the effective offset to 12bp for 

those rounds.  However, because the efficiency of each round was not 100%, three peaks 

emerged, representing cDNA that was successfully digested and ligated once, twice, or 

all three times (Figure 2B).  The first (14nt) and second (26nt) offset peaks each 

displayed a distinct shoulder two nucleotides 5´ of the expected peak, because some 

molecules were not successfully ligated to the unbarcoded adapter initially but were later 

ligated to barcoded adapters, leading to a first step of 12bp, rather than 14bp.  To control 

for chance offset unrelated to the long march protocol, the same analysis was performed 
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comparing half of the reads from the initial   library to the other half.  This analysis 

yielded no offset peaks, indicating that the long march procedure was responsible for the 

peaks observed at 14bp, 26bp, and 38bp. 

The ability to construct long contigs is important in both resequencing and de 

novo assembly applications.  Therefore, the average contig sizes for the initial and the 

round 3 libraries were calculated using 400,000 reads each.  Contigs were defined as 

continuous stretches of the P. falciparum genome covered by at least one read. The long 

march procedure increased the average contig size from 59 nt to 69 nt.  In addition, the 

long march resulted in more exceptionally long contigs due to its ability to connect 

shorter contigs by covering previously inaccessible intervening sequence. The final sub-

library generated 17 contigs >1000 nt, the longest of which was 4952 nt, whereas the 

initial library generated only 7 contigs >1000 nt, the longest of which was 1630 nt.  

Library coverage for PF14_0572 (a “hypothetical protein” gene located on the minus 

strand of chromosome 14 from nt positions 2,450,143 to 2,450,743) demonstrated the 

benefit to contig assembly provided by the long march (Figure 2C). Without the series of 

overlapping marched reads indicated at the bottom, the region from 2,450,594 to 

2,450,621 remained unsequenced and the contigs on either side were discontinuous.  

However, the additional information gained from sequencing these adjacent marched 

reads covered the previous gap and stitched the two contigs together into a much longer 

total covered area.  
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The long march increases sequence coverage  

In addition to contig size, the advantage to total genome coverage provided by the 

long march was examined.  Several datasets of randomly sampled genome-aligned reads 

from the round 3 sub-library and from the initial library were mapped back to the P. 

falciparum genome and the number of genomic bases covered by at least one read was 

measured for each dataset (Figure 3A). Even with a small dataset of 50,000 reads, the 

round 3 sub-library covered 35% more genomic bases (898,625 nt) than the initial library 

(664,114 nt).  As the number of reads in each dataset grew, so too did the difference in 

coverage.  At 500,000 reads apiece, the marched sub-library vastly outpaced the initial 

library by covering an additional 1.1 million bases, an increase in coverage of 39%.  

The long march protocol was also applied to RNA extracted from a serum 

specimen from a patient with HBV-related acute liver failure (“HBV sample”) in order to 

assess its applicability to metagenomic analysis.  36bp reads from the initial library as 

well as the round 3 sub-library were aligned to the HBV genome (3.2kb) using ELAND 

(see Materials and Methods) (21).  Sequencing of the round 3 sub-library generated a 

greater percentage of location-collapsed HBV reads than were generated by sequencing 

the corresponding initial library (Table 1).  This trend translated to enhanced genome 

coverage of HBV – with a dataset of 300 genome-aligned reads, the round 3 sub-library 

covered 42% more genomic bases (1828 nt) than the initial library (1284 nt) (Figure 3B).  

Thus the long march increases coverage of a target genome in both resequencing and 

metagenomic contexts.    
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Simulating optimization of the long march for de novo genome assembly 

We used theoretical considerations to assess the utility of the long march protocol 

for de novo genome or metagenome assembly as well. For such assembly to be reliable, 

the length of overlap between any two reads must be sufficient to identify their common 

origin (22). In the initial P. falciparum library, the extent of overlap between reads 

decayed exponentially (Figure 2B) and therefore included many instances of both 

insufficient overlap for de novo assembly and excess overlap for minimal contig 

extension. In the long march procedure, a step size can be selected that creates the 

minimum overlap between adjacent steps necessary for correct assembly given the read 

length and dataset size.  To avoid spurious joining, datasets with many unique sequences 

required longer overlaps than those with few unique sequences (Figure 4A).  

Modeling and simulation of the assembly process revealed amplicon library 

complexity to be critical to the assembly of marched reads into contigs. The benefit 

gained from optimization of overlap length requires the sequencing of all steps from a 

given library amplicon within a reasonable number of reads. With increasing complexity 

of the template pool, this stipulation becomes less likely.  Given a dataset of one million 

randomly-selected reads and assuming that only adjacent steps have enough overlap to be 

unambiguously assembled, the majority of reads could not be joined into contigs of ≥2 

steps until the pool complexity was reduced to <200,000 amplicons (Figure 4B).  

Reduction of pool complexity also generated higher read redundancy (Figure 4C), the 

error-correcting potential of which would permit lower mismatch tolerances during 

assembly, in turn reducing the probability of spurious joining (Figure 4D).  Thus, a 
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balance must be struck with the long march in de novo assembly applications between 

genome coverage and contig assembly.   

 In the above simulations, equal probability of generating a read from any step 

along an amplicon was assumed.  However, the true distribution of sequencing substrates 

among march steps reflects the cleavage/ligation efficiency during the long march.  In 

simulated sequencing of a round 3 sub-library, the calculated abundance of reads derived 

from the Nth step (where N can be 0, 1, 2, or 3) was biased towards high N values when 

cleavage/ligation efficiencies were high and towards low N values when 

cleavage/ligation efficiencies were low (Figure 4E).  Either of these scenarios negated the 

benefits of marching because few adjacent steps from the same amplicon were 

sequenced.  The most even distribution of reads along march steps was producecd with 

intermediate cleavage/ligation efficiencies (Figure 4E).  Simulation of contig assembly 

using a cleavage/ligation efficiency of 0.5 resulted in fewer full-length contigs, but also 

fewer unjoined reads, than was produced given an artificially even distribution of reads 

across all march steps (Figure 4F; compare to Figure 4B). 

 The possibility of guiding contig assembly by applying a unique barcode to each 

round of marching was also considered.  Such tagging would reduce the probability of 

misassembling reads by reducing the number of candidate reads for each step (Figure 

4A), but would only be effective if reads with barcodes corresponding to the Nth march 

round also represented the Nth step.  The failure of a molecule to cleave/ligate at one 

round of marching would result in the Nth step receiving a tag from round N+1 and 

prevent its proper assembly with reads from the N-1 step.  Generally, the use of barcodes 

to guide assembly was not predicted to be useful due to the low frequency with which 
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this requirement would be met, especially at the intermediate cleavage/ligation 

efficiencies yielding the most uniform distribution of reads across steps (Figure 4G). 

 

Discussion 

Although the cost per base provided by short-read sequencing technologies, such 

as Illumina, SOLiD, and Helicos is at present far lower than longer read sequencing 

technologies, like 454 or Sanger sequencing, shorter read lengths pose significant 

challenges for resequencing and de novo assembly applications. The long march 

overcomes these challenges by extending the average contig length and significantly 

increasing the target sequence coverage obtained from high-throughput short-read 

sequencing technologies without the cost of obtaining more reads per sample or the high 

error rate of directly extending read lengths. High-throughput sequencing platforms 

generally require the addition of adapters to the ends of DNA fragments. The long march 

utilizes repeated cycles of Type IIS restriction enzyme cleavage and adapter ligation to 

allow extended sequencing of each library amplicon without loss of gene expression 

information. We have demonstrated the utility of the long march in the context of 

transcriptome resequencing (Plasmodium falciparum), as well as in the context of clinical 

specimen metagenomics (HBV).  We have also provided a theoretical framework for the 

application of the long march to de novo genome assembly. 

The long march protocol capitalizes on amplicon library redundancies resulting 

from biases introduced during sample preparation (in our case, random-primed cDNA 

synthesis followed by PCR library amplification) (25). These redundancies typically 

result in wasteful sequencing of multiple identical short reads derived from the ends of 
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identical amplicons.  For the Plasmodium falciparum and HBV samples described here, 

the long march extended the amount of genome coverage within a dataset of a fixed 

number of reads, even when that dataset was relatively small.  This extension in genome 

coverage stems from narrowing the dynamic range of individual nucleotide coverage, 

since redundant reads from the initial libraries were distributed over a longer distance 

after the libraries were marched.   

In metagenomic analysis, short-read redundancy can obscure the identities of the 

organisms present in the sample. Characterization of microbial diversity and function 

from metagenomic sequence data is dependent on the identification of homology to 

known biological sequence (26).  Longer contigs permit more effective detection of 

genetic homology to known sequences by use of BLASTN or TBLASTX (27,28). The 

availability of greater coverage and longer contigs from the long march improves the 

likelihood of successful alignment and thus discovery of both known and novel 

organisms in a heterogeneous metagenomic sample. 

The ability to assemble overlapping reads into reliable contigs is also crucial for 

de novo genome sequencing applications.  With standard amplicon libraries, chance is 

relied upon to produce reads with sufficient overlap for assembly, and thus short-read 

datasets pose particular challenges by limiting the amount of overlap obtainable between 

any two reads.  The long march allows read overlaps to be biased toward lengths 

sufficient for accurate assembly but also conservative enough to promote contig growth. 

Informed choice of restriction enzyme allows adjustment of the procedure’s step size to 

facilitate accurate assembly of a predicted number of unique sequences.  Also, in order to 

capture the adjacent march steps from a given amplicon necessary for contig assembly, 
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library complexity, as well as cutting and ligation efficiency, must be taken into account.  

Reduction of library complexity may be required in order to capture enough adjacent 

march steps to enhance assembly within a reasonable number of reads.  If a high cleavage 

and ligation efficiency (>80%) is achieved, bias toward sequencing only the last march 

steps of each amplicon can be counteracted by sequencing a pool of the marched sub-

libraries from each round, rather than sequencing only the final round sub-library.  

However, low cleavage and ligation efficiency (<20%) cannot be overcome so easily.  

While low efficiencies do result in some gain in target sequence coverage (data not 

shown), both the restriction and ligation enzymes used for long march should be tested 

for robust activity before beginning the procedure.        

The long march protocol described here was not optimized for a particular 

application.  Because the long march relies only on minor modifications to adapter 

sequence and an appropriate Type IIS or Type III restriction enzyme, it can be readily 

customized for a variety of applications.  Here, marching was carried out for 3 rounds; 

the only theoretical limit to the number of iterative rounds is the length of the starting 

amplicons.  Also, the restriction enzyme GsuI (5´-CTGGAG-3´; 16/14) (16,17) was 

chosen arbitrarily; another restriction endonuclease could be used, such as the Type III 

restriction enzyme EcoP151, which cleaves at a site much further downstream than GsuI 

(5´-CAGCAG-3´; 27/25) (29). For these studies, long march rounds were tagged using a 

2 nt DNA barcode encoded within the adapter sequence.  However, the use of DNA 

barcodes also has the potential to allow multiple samples to be individually coded, and 

then sequenced simultaneously without physical separation. This approach is appropriate 

in applications where only a fixed depth of sequencing is required (e.g. detection of small 
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nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs); resequencing of small genomes or genomic 

subregions; pathogen detection), and / or where multiplexing of samples makes high-

throughput sequencing more cost-effective.   
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Figures 

Figure 1.  Iterative rounds of GsuI digestion and barcoded adapter ligation 

create nested sub-libraries 

 

Adapter flanked cDNA molecules are attached to streptavidin beads via biotin 

modification of the Sol-S adapter.  Yellow triangles indicate the GsuI recognition motif 

engineered into the Sol-L adapter, while the connected black arrow represents the distal 

cut site. Adapter barcodes and corresponding reads are classified as AA (green), CC 

(red), or TT (blue).  Reads from the initial library and all three long march steps are 

aligned to form an 84bp contig. 
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Figure 2. The long march produces barcoded, offset reads that aid in contig 

growth
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(A) Barcodes for each round of the long march.  The first two bases, masked during 

genomic alignment, were analyzed for all reads aligning to the P. falciparum 

genome.  Barcodes are classified as AA (green), CC (red), TT (blue) and NN 

(gray), where NN represents any barcode other than AA, CC, or TT.  For each 

round of marching, the dominant barcode was that of the adapter added during 

that round. 

(B) Histogram of offset, overlapping alignments between 400,000 reads from the 

round 3 sub-library and 400,000 reads from the initial library.  Reads were 

aligned to the P. falciparum genome and the difference between the starting 

positions of their 5´ termini was measured in cases where a round 3 read mapped 

distal to an initial library read.  The resulting three peaks represent reads 

successfully marched once, twice, or three times. The gray line demonstrates that 

similar analysis of two pools of 400,000 reads from the initial library show no 

offset peaks. 

(C) Example of contig joining by adjacent marched reads from the same amplicon.  A 

segment of P. falciparum chromosome 14 from 2,450,540 to 2,450,690 

(representing a portion of the “hypothetical protein” gene PF14_0572) 

demonstrates the long march’s utility in increasing contig size.  Reads from all 

four libraries mapping to the area are shown.  The four bottom reads derive from 

the libraries marched zero, one, two, and three times, respectively.  While the gray 

reads cover much of the region shown, the adjacent marched steps from the last 

gray amplicon, shown in black, are required to cover the entire area and stitch 

together neighboring contigs. 
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Figure 3.  Marched sub-libraries show significantly increased genome 

coverage over a wide range of dataset sizes 

 

Identical numbers of genome-aligned reads were randomly sampled from the round 3 

sub-libraries and the initial libraries to simulate varying degrees of sequencing depth. The 

number of genomic base pairs covered by at least one read (y axis) was computed and 

plotted against the number of randomly selected input reads (x axis) for A) Plasmodium 

falciparum and B) hepatitis B virus (HBV) samples.  Because of the small dataset sizes 

for HBV, each dataset of a given size was randomly filled and analyzed 1000 times; 

graphed coverage is an average for those datasets.  
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Figure 4.  Theoretical optimization of the long march for de novo amplicon 

assembly 

 

(A) Effect of overlap length on the probability of erroneous assembly of non-

overlapping reads.  For datasets with the indicated numbers of unique sequences, 

the probability was calculated of each sequence being erroneously joined to 

another in the dataset (left) or of at least one read in the dataset being 

erroneously joined to another (right). 
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(B) Effect of initial pool complexity on the length of contigs.  For each indicated 

number of amplicons in the initial pool, a simulation was performed assuming 1 

million reads, and contigs were built by joining adjacent reads (see Methods).  

Each distribution of contig lengths, expressed in number of unique sequences 

assembled into the contig, was derived from a single simulation. 

(C) Effect of initial pool complexity on dataset redundancy.  Simulations were 

performed as in (B) for each of the indicated amplicon pool complexities, and 

the fraction of unique sequences that were observed more than once is indicated. 

(D) Effect of allowed mismatches on the probability of erroneous assembly of non-

overlapping reads.  Probabilities were calculated assuming datasets of 1 million 

unique sequences.  Allowed mismatches were single-nucleotide substitutions in 

the context of an ungapped alignment. 

(E) Effect of cleavage/ligation efficiency on the distribution of reads across the four 

steps of a three-round march.  “Step 0” refers to unreacted molecules after three 

rounds of marching, while “Step 1”, “Step 2”, and “Step 3” refer to molecules 

that have been cleaved/ligated in one, two, or all three of three march rounds, 

respectively. 

(F) Effect of initial pool complexity on the length of contigs given a non-uniform 

distribution of reads across four steps.  Contig lengths were determined through 

simulation as in (B), but using the probability of obtaining a read from each step 

as determined in panel (E) assuming a cleavage/ligation efficiency of 0.5. 

(G) Expected correspondence between round-associated barcode tags and the step 

no. of tagged reads.  For instance, round no. = step no. = 1 if a molecule was 
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cleaved/ligated in the first round and only the first round and was therefore 

tagged with the first round barcode and was advanced by one step along the 

amplicon template. 
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Tables 

Table 1.  Overview of sequencing reads obtained for each sample 

Sample Library Total Reads* Genome-Aligned 

Reads (% of Total 

Reads) 

Location-Collapsed Reads 

(% of Genome-Aligned 

Reads) 

P. 

falciparum 

Initial 

Library 

2,316,937 525,509 (22.7%) 134,912 (25.7%) 

 Round 1 4,194,002 968,063 (23.1%) 308,173 (31.8%) 

 Round 2 2,747,609 485,034 (17.1%) 200,754 (41.4%) 

 Round 3 4,881,843 1,088,583 (22.3%) 415,836 (38.2%) 

HBV Initial 

Library 

294,625 328 (0.1%) 94 (28.7%) 

 Round 3 643,611 1291 (0.2%) 416 (32.2%) 

*Plasmodium falciparum reads are 48 bp long, while HBV reads are 36 bp long.  
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Chapter 3: HMMSplicer: a tool for efficient and sensitive 

discovery of known and novel splice junctions in RNA-

Seq data 
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Abstract  

Background:  High-throughput sequencing of an organism’s transcriptome, or RNA-Seq, 

is a valuable and versatile new strategy for capturing snapshots of gene expression.  

However, transcriptome sequencing creates a new class of alignment problem: mapping 

short reads that span exon-exon junctions back to the reference genome, especially in the 

case where a splice junction is previously unknown.  

Methodology/Principal Findings:  Here we introduce HMMSplicer, an accurate and 

efficient algorithm for discovering canonical and non-canonical splice junctions in short 

read datasets. HMMSplicer identifies more splice junctions than currently available 

algorithms when tested on publicly available A. thaliana, P. falciparum, and H. sapiens 

datasets without a reduction in specificity.   

Conclusions/Significance:  HMMSplicer was found to perform especially well in 

compact genomes and on genes with low expression levels, alternative splice isoforms, or 

non-canonical splice junctions. Because HHMSplicer does not rely on pre-built gene 

models, the products of inexact splicing are also detected. For H. sapiens, we find 3.6% 

of 3’ splice sites and 1.4% of 5’ splice sites are inexact, typically differing by 3 bases in 

either direction.  In addition, HMMSplicer provides a score for every predicted junction 

allowing the user to set a threshold to tune false positive rates depending on the needs of 

the experiment. HMMSplicer is implemented in Python.  Code and documentation are 

freely available at http://derisilab.ucsf.edu/software/hmmsplicer. 
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Introduction 

RNA-Seq, which applies high-throughput sequencing technology to an organism’s 

transcriptome, has revolutionized the study of RNA dynamics within a cell [1].  Millions 

of short read sequences allow both the presence and abundance of transcripts to be 

ascertained.  RNA-Seq has been shown to have a better dynamic range for gene 

expression levels than microarrays [2] and enables scientists to view the transcriptome at 

single nucleotide resolution.  Thus this technique combines the genome-wide scale of 

microarrays with the transcript variant detection power of Expressed Sequence Tags 

(ESTs). 

 

RNA-Seq reads fall into two main classes: reads with full-length alignments to the 

genome and reads that span exon-exon junctions. Current sequencing runs produce tens 

of gigabases and it is likely that terabase sequences will be a reality in the near future.  

This massive output necessitates rapid techniques to analyze the data in a reasonable 

amount of time. For full-length alignments of sequence reads back to a reference genome, 

recent tools that rely on the Burrows-Wheeler Transform have yielded significant 

improvements in speed and accuracy.  These include BWA [3], SOAPv2 [4] and Bowtie 

[5]. 

 

The more difficult RNA-Seq challenge is aligning reads that bridge exon-exon junctions 

since they by definition form gapped alignments to the genome with very short flanking 

sequence.  These exon-exon junction reads reveal the exact location of splicing events, an 

intricate process wherein the intron in a pre-mRNA transcript is removed and the 
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flanking exons are joined together.  This tightly regulated process is coordinated by the 

spliceosome, a complex of many small-nuclear ribonuceloproteins (snRNPs) (reviewed in 

[6]).  The spliceosome facilitates nucleophilic attack of the phosphodiester bond at the 5’ 

splice site (5’SS) by the branch point sequence.  The 3’-hydroxyl at the 5’SS then reacts 

with the start of the next exon, the 3’ splice site (3’SS), ligating the exons and releasing 

the intron lariat.  The branch point sequence, 5’SS and 3’SS are defined by short motifs 

within the intron sequence.  In metazoans, the consensus splice site motifs are GTRAGT 

for the first six bp of the intron (5’SS) and YAG as the last 3 bp of the intron (3’SS).  

However, these motifs are extremely degenerate, leaving just ‘GT-AG’ as fairly reliable 

splice sites, found in 98% of known human introns [7].  Although most splicing in 

eukaryotic cells is performed by the spliceosome, non-spliceosomal splicing occurs and 

can be essential.  One well-characterized example is the splicing of yeast HAC1 and the 

homologous XBP1 in metazoans [8]. In yeast, the transcription factor HAC1p regulates 

the unfolded protein response.  HAC1p is, in turn, regulated by unconventional splicing 

of HAC1 mRNA [9].  This splicing is not accomplished by the spliceosome.  Instead, the 

protein Ire1p cleaves the HAC1 mRNA in two places and the resulting edges are ligated 

with tRNA ligase [10]. In metazoans, XBP1 is cleaved in a homologous manner, with the 

non-canonical splice boundaries CA-AG instead of GT-AG. 

 

During the past decade, there has been a growing appreciation of the importance of 

alternative splicing as a mechanism for organisms to increase proteomic diversity and 

regulatory complexity (reviewed in [11] and [12]). The model of static exon and intron 

definitions yielding a single mRNA transcript and single protein sequence from each 
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gene has proven overly simplistic.  In reality, alternative splicing, the creation of multiple 

mRNA transcripts from a single pre-mRNA sequence by differential splicing, is 

extensive in multicellular organisms, increasing with organismal complexity.  Recent 

RNA-Seq studies suggest that virtually all multi-exonic human transcripts have 

alternative isoforms [13], [14].  The extent of alternative splicing, as well as the balance 

between types of alternative splicing (e.g. alternate 5’SS versus exon-skipping splicing), 

differs by organism [15]. The regulation of splicing in different tissues and 

developmental stages, as well as the mechanisms for its regulation, is a subject of 

ongoing research [11, 16, 17].  Therefore, the ability to detect alternative splice isoforms 

with accuracy and sensitivity is key to comprehensive RNA-Seq analysis. 

 

Aligning exon-spanning reads to the genome is difficult.  Instead of a single full-length 

alignment, an algorithm must break a short read into two even shorter pieces and align 

each piece accurately.  One early approach to short read splice junction detection was 

alignment using existing gene annotations, as done by ERANGE [18].  While this 

approach was necessary to align very short reads (36 nt or less) back to mammalian 

genomes, it does not address the question of novel junctions and cannot be used for 

organisms with incomplete or inaccurate genome annotations.  Another early approach 

was to use BLAT [19], a tool developed for the alignment of longer EST sequence.  This 

method can provide good results but requires extensive effort by the researcher to post-

process and filter the search results, which could be achieved by the construction and 

training of a support vector machine specific to the organism and dataset [20].  In 

addition, BLAT searches on mammalian genomes can be slow. 
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The current leading algorithm for finding novel junctions in RNA-Seq data is TopHat 

[21].  TopHat uses full-length read alignments to build a set of exon ‘islands’, then 

searches for short reads that bridge these exon islands.  The strength of this approach is 

that the resulting set of putative gene models can be used to estimate transcript 

abundance, as in the recently released Cufflinks software [22].  However, the algorithm 

must be able to define exon islands, which can be difficult when the coverage is low or 

uneven or when introns are small.  While TopHat can find GT-AG, GC-AG, and AT-AC 

splice sites under ideal conditions, it does not extract any other splice sites.  As a result, 

TopHat performs best on mammalian transcripts with relatively high abundance, but can 

stumble in more compact genomes and with non-canonical junctions. 

 

Recently, several algorithms have been published that match reads more directly to the 

genome, including SplitSeek [23], SuperSplat [24], and SpliceMap [25].  SplitSeek 

divides the read into two non-overlapping anchors and initially detects junctions as places 

where the two anchors map to different places on a chromosome (i.e. the two exons with 

the intron between them), with no requirement for specific splice sites.  These initial 

junctions are further supported by reads where only a single anchor maps to an exon - 

however, the requirement for at least one read split evenly across the exon-exon boundary 

reduces sensitivity in low coverage datasets and transcripts.  Additionally, SplitSeek only 

supports ABI SOLiD reads currently.  SuperSplat is another algorithm that reports non-

canonical junctions (junctions with intron edges other than GT-AG, GC-AG, or AT-AC).  

However, this algorithm requires both pieces of a read to be exact matches to the 
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reference sequence so it is not robust against sequencing errors or SNPs.  SpliceMap 

divides reads in half, aligns each read half to the genome, then locates the remaining part 

of the read downstream within the maximum intron size.  However, this algorithm 

considers only canonical splice junctions and requires read lengths of 50 nt or greater. In 

addition, although SplitSeek, SuperSplat, and SpliceMap all provide methods to filter the 

resulting junctions by the number and types of supporting reads, none provide a score 

that predicts the accuracy of a junction. 

 

Here we introduce HMMSplicer, an accurate and efficient algorithm for finding 

canonical and non-canonical splice junctions in short-read datasets.  The design of 

HMMSplicer was conceived to circumvent the inherent bias introduced by relying upon 

previously defined biological information.  HMMSplicer begins by dividing each read in 

half, then seeding the read-halves against the genome and using a Hidden Markov Model 

to determine the exon boundary.  The second piece of the read is then matched 

downstream.  Both canonical and non-canonical junctions are reported.  Finally, a score 

is assigned to each junction, dependent only on the strength of the alignment and the 

number and quality of bases supporting the splice junction. The scoring algorithm is 

highly accurate at distinguishing between true and false positives, aiding in novel splice 

junction discovery for both canonical and non-canonical junctions.  HMMSplicer was 

benchmarked against TopHat and SpliceMap.  It outperformed TopHat across a range of 

genome sizes, but most dramatically in compact genomes and in transcripts with low 

sequence read coverage.  Compared to SpliceMap, it performed similarly in a human 

dataset and outperformed SpliceMap on an A. thaliana dataset.  
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Results 

Algorithm Overview 

An overview of the HMMSplicer algorithm is shown in Figure 1.  Before the 

HMMSplicer algorithm begins, full-length alignments to the genome are detected using 

Bowtie [5] and removed from the dataset.  HMMSplicer begins by dividing the remaining 

reads in half and aligning each half to the genome.  All alignments for both read halves 

are considered autonomously and are not resolved until the final scoring step.  Once a 

read-half is aligned, a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is used to detect the most probable 

splice position.  The HMM is trained on a subset of read-half alignments to best reflect 

the quality and base composition of the dataset and genome.  Next, the remaining portion 

of the read is aligned downstream of the exon-intron boundary, completing the junction 

definition.  Finally, identical junctions are collapsed into a single junction and all 

junctions are scored, filtered by score, and divided by splice-site edges, with canonical 

(GT-AG and GC-AG) junctions in one result set and non-canonical edges in a second 

result set. 

 

Algorithm parameters 

Our first step was to test the assumptions underlying HMMSplicer’s algorithm by 

evaluating performance relative to key parameters: the required read length, the 

robustness of the HMM, and the ability to match the second piece of a read.  First we 

examined the ability of read-halves to seed within a genome by measuring the fraction of 
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read-halves aligned in the Bowtie read-half alignment step for various read-half sizes and 

genome sizes (Figure 2a).  For the human genome, HMMSplicer performs optimally for 

reads 45 nt or longer (read-halves of 22 nt or longer), though shorter reads can be used.  

Simulation results, described below, confirm this assessment, showing a higher false 

positive rate when aligning 40 nt reads to the human genome. Next, we validated the 

robustness of the HMM training.  An essential feature of HMMSplicer is that the HMM 

used to determine where the splice occurs within the read is trained from a subset of the 

input read set by an unsupervised algorithm.  For the HMM training to be robust, it must 

train to similar values for an input read set, regardless of the initial values or the subset of 

reads used for training.  This was validated using the human read set.  Training sets 

ranging from 50 to 50,000 read-half alignments were used to train the HMM with two 

different sets of initial HMM values.  For the first set of initial values, we used 

completely even values, i.e. a 50/50 probability of a match or mismatch for each quality 

score. For the second set, we used values close to those we expected as trained HMM 

values (Table 1).  Training for each combination of training set size and initial value was 

repeated 10 times with different random subsets to measure the mean and standard 

deviation of the trained values.  The results show that the HMM training converges on 

similar values regardless of training set size and initial values.  The two most variable 

parameters are shown in Figure 2b, all other parameters showed less variability across the 

conditions (data not shown).  Smaller training sets showed more variability so a default 

training set size of 10,000 was selected for HMMSplicer as sufficient to sample the 

space.  Finally, mapping of sequences of various sizes within an 80 kbp maximum intron 

was analyzed to determine the optimal anchor size (Figure 2c).  In the human genome, 
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for sequences fewer than 8 nt in length, the most common result was multiple matches, 

whereas at 8 nt and above, a unique, correct match was the most likely result.  Based on 

these data, the default anchor size was set at 8 nt for the default maximum intron size of 

80 kbp.  For compact genomes with smaller maximum intron sizes, such as the P. 

falciparum and A. thaliana datasets below, a shorter anchor size of 6 nt can be matched 

uniquely (data not shown). 

 

Benchmark Tests 

HMMSplicer’s performance was analyzed on simulated reads and three publicly 

available experimental datasets (Tables 2 and 3).  The simulation dataset, generated from 

human chromosome 20, provides a measurement of the number of junctions detected and 

the false positive rate at different read lengths and coverage levels.  However, simulation 

results do not model all the complexities found in experimental datasets, such as uneven 

coverage with a bias towards higher coverage of GC-rich regions, uneven distribution of 

sequence transversions, and inaccurate quality scores [26].   Three experimental datasets 

were selected from the NCBI Short Reads Archive (SRA), each representing a real world 

challenge.  The first experimental dataset, ~80 million reads from Arabidopsis thaliana, 

allowed analysis of HMMSplicer’s performance using a dataset with low quality reads.  

The next experimental dataset, ~14 million reads in Plasmodium falciparum, was used to 

assess performance in the context of uneven coverage and high AT content. The final 

experimental dataset, ~10 million paired-end reads from Homo sapiens, was used to test 

HMMSplicer’s performance in a larger metazoan genome.  This dataset also provided a 
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platform for analyzing transcripts with low abundance, alternative splicing and non-

canonical splice sites.   

 

HMMSplicer combines high sensitivity with a low false positive rate 

HMMSplicer was first tested on simulated read sets to determine its performance in an 

environment where true and false positive rates could be definitively measured.  For the 

simulation, reads from 503 non-overlapping gene models on human chromosome 20 were 

generated at varying read lengths and coverage levels. For an accurate quality model, we 

used the error model from a human dataset [27].  In this read set, the second paired end 

read was extended to 75 bases, allowing us to simulate longer reads. The program maq 

was used to generate reads of length 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, and 75 bp at 1x, 5x, 10x, 

25x, and 50x coverage [28].  TopHat was run on the same simulated dataset for 

comparison.  

 

HMMSplicer’s false positive rate was low overall, rising with short reads and high 

coverage (Table 2).  The highest false positive rate, 8.3% was seen for 40 bp reads at 50x 

coverage, re-iterating the conclusion from parameter testing (above) that HMMSplicer 

performs ideally in the human genome with reads at least 45 bp long.  At a length of 45 

bp, the false positive rate for 50x coverage was 4.2%, while for reads 50 bp or longer the 

false positive rate never exceeded 2.5%, with most error rates remaining under 1%.  

 

HMMSplicer was effective at identifying junctions, even at low coverage levels (Figure 

3a).  With 50 bp reads at 1x coverage, HMMSplicer was able to identify more than 40% 
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of all the junctions in the set (1701 of 4043).  At 5x coverage, more than 90% of the 

junctions were found (3646 of 4043).  Higher coverage levels increase the number of 

junctions found, and at 50x coverage more than 98% of the junctions are found (3958 of 

4043).  While TopHat finds similar number of junctions at higher coverage levels, 

HMMSplicer finds three times as many junctions at 1x coverage with reads less than 70 

bp long, and more than 50% more junctions with reads 70 or 75 bp long.  Seventy-seven 

junctions were never detected by either program, even at 50x coverage and 75 bp reads.  

These junctions either had a homologous region within the genome or encompassed tiny 

initial or final exons that, because the simulated transcripts did not include UTR regions, 

had artificially low coverage.   

 

One of HMMSplicer’s strengths is that the algorithm provides scores for each junction, 

indicating the confidence of the prediction. To judge the accuracy of the scoring 

algorithm, Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) curves were generated comparing the 

true positive and false positive rate (Figure 3b).  To measure true and false positive rate, 

simulation results for all scores were considered.  Predicted junctions that aligned to the 

correct source of the simulated read were considered correct, while predicted junctions 

that aligned to another location were considered false.  The ROC curves show that the 

HMMSplicer scoring algorithm was highly accurate, with the inflection point for 10x 

coverage and 50 bp reads including 98.7% of the true junctions and only 6.7% of the 

false junctions.  At the default score threshold, 99.3% of true junctions and only 13.3% of 

the incorrect junctions were included.  
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HMMSplicer performs well on datasets with low quality sequence reads 

High-throughput sequencing datasets can have high error rates, however there is still 

useful data to be gleaned from these datasets.  The first dataset, ~79 million reads, each 

50 bp long, in Arabidopsis thaliana, evaluated the performance of HMMSplicer with 

variable quality sequence reads [29].  A. thaliana, a model plant species, has a genome of 

125 million base pairs with ~25,500 protein-coding genes [30].  The mean exon and 

intron sizes are 78 bp and 268 bp, respectively, with an average of 4.5 introns per gene 

[31].  

 

We analyzed these low-quality reads, using a minimum intron length of 5 bp, a maximum 

intron length of 6 kbp, and an anchor size of 6 bp.  The gene models in the most recent 

release of The Arabidopsis Information Resource (TAIR9, http://www.arabidopsis.org) 

contain introns from 3 bp to 11,603 bp long with 99.9% of the introns falling between 5 

and 6,000 bp.  At the default score threshold, HMMSplicer detected 14,982 junctions, 

with 95% (14,217) of the predicted junctions matching TAIR9 annotations (Figure 4a).  

The relatively low number of junctions found overall despite the size of the dataset is 

likely a result of low read quality.  The low quality also decreases the HMMSplices 

scores, causing a sharper decrease in the number of junctions at higher score thresholds 

compared to other datasets (Figure 4a).  

 

TopHat and SpliceMap were also run on the A. thaliana dataset.  TopHat, run with a 

minimum intron size of 5 bp and a maximum intron size of 6 kbp, was able to locate only 

6,346 junctions, less than half the number found by HMMSplicer, with 91.7% (5,820) of 
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these predictions matching TAIR9 annotations (Figure 4a).  SpliceMap was run with the 

same 6 kbp maximum intron size (the minimum intron size is not configurable).  

SpliceMap found 9,438 junctions, 92.8% of which match TAIR9 annotations.  Although 

SpliceMap found more junctions than TopHat, HMMSplicer found 50% more junctions 

than SpliceMap with a higher percentage matching TAIR9 annotations than either 

competitor. 

 

HMMSplicer performs well in datasets with uneven coverage  

The P. falciparum genome is fairly compact and AT-rich, containing approximately 

5,300 genes in 23 million base pairs [32].  In the latest genome annotation (PlasmoDB 

6.3, http://www.plasmodb.org), the average exon size is 890 bp and the average intron 

size is 168 bp with an average of 1.54 introns per gene.  Previous research on an earlier 

release of the genome annotation indicated that approximately 24% of the gene models 

predicted for P. falciparum are incorrect [33]. The malaria research community has 

focused on improving the genome annotation, and the most recent genome annotation 

release addresses many incorrect annotations.  However, there are still numerous 

unconfirmed gene models with limited or no EST evidence. 

 

The P. falciparum read set was published in the NCBI SRA following work on the Long 

March technique [34]. The dataset downloaded from NCBI SRA contains 14,139,995 

reads, each 46 bp long.  This dataset has uneven coverage with coverage varying 

significantly even within a single transcript. To detect splice junctions in this dataset, 

HMMSplicer was run with a minimum intron size of 10 bp, a maximum intron size of 1 
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kbp and an anchor size of 6 bp.  This range includes 99.6% of the known introns in the 

current P. falciparum genome annotation. At the default score threshold, HMMSplicer 

identified 4,323 junctions in this dataset, 85.2% of which overlapped either known gene 

models or ESTs (Figure 4c).   TopHat found 3,138 junctions in this dataset with 77.7% 

aligning to known gene models or ESTs.  By re-running TopHat with more stringent 

alignment parameters, the percent of confirmed junctions was boosted to 94.8%, but this 

resulted in a 71% decrease in the number of found junctions (885). In contrast, the output 

of HMMSplicer can be filtered for more stringent confirmed junction percentages simply 

by raising the score threshold.  SpliceMap could not be tested on this dataset because the 

reads are less than the minimum 50 nt length required by the algorithm. 

 

HMMSplicer performs well in large metazoan genomes 

The Homo sapiens genome is large (3.2 billion base pairs with ~25,000 genes), and 

contains both short exons (~59 bp on average) and large introns (~6,553 bp) [31], 

creating a significant challenge for identifying splice junctions.  However, the human 

genome is well annotated with abundant EST evidence, allowing evaluation of 

HMMSplicer’s performance on transcripts with low abundance, alternatively spliced 

junctions, and non-canonical junctions. Although the human genome is well studied, the 

complications of tissue-specific expression and widespread alternative splicing mean that 

many splicing events have not yet been detected. For our benchmark tests, we selected a 

human dataset containing 9,669,944 paired-end reads, each 45 bp long, from a single 

individual’s resting CD4 cells [27].  The version of the genome used for analysis was the 

February 2009 human reference sequence (GRCh37) produced by the Genome Reference 
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Consortium. Two reference sets were used to identify known introns.  The first set 

represents known genes and well-studied alternates (genes present in the manually 

curated RefSeq [35]), while the second set represents a more extensive set of junctions, 

including many alternative splicing events (RefSeq genes and an additional 8,556,822 

mRNAs and ESTs from GenBank [36]). 

 

HMMSplicer was run with a minimum intron length of 5 bp and a maximum intron 

length of 80,000 bp, covering 99.1% of known introns in the human genome.  Because 

HMMSplicer must match the second piece of the read downstream of the initial exon 

edge identified, the HMMSplicer algorithm is sensitive to maximum intron size.  For 

efficient and accurate matching in 80 kbp introns, we used an anchor size of 8 nt, instead 

of the 6 nt anchor used in A. thaliana.  At the default score threshold, HMMSplicer found 

101,664 junctions, 87% of which (88,162) matched known genes or ESTs/mRNAs 

(Figure 4b).  TopHat was run with the default intron size range of 70 to 500,000 bp, 

which covers 99.9% of known introns in the human genome.  TopHat found 72,771 

junctions, of which 93.0% (67,664 junctions) matched known genes or ESTs/mRNAs.  

Increasing the score threshold to 600 for junctions supported by multiple reads (800 for 

junctions supported by a single read) yields a similar confirmed junction rate of 91.8% 

and leads HMMSplicer to find 89,130 junctions, 22% more than TopHat.  

 

Because this publicly available 45 nt dataset is too short for analysis by SpliceMap 

(which requires 50 nt reads), we were unable to directly compare HMMSplicer to 

SliceMap on this dataset.  Instead, we ran HMMSplicer on the human dataset analyzed in 
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the SpliceMap publication [25], a set of 23,412,226 paired end reads of 50 nt each from a 

human brain sample (GEO Accession number GSE19166).  SpliceMap is published as 

finding 175,401 splice junctions in this dataset with 82.96% EST validation.  Filtering 

lowers the number of junctions found while raising the validation rate, so that at a 

validation rate of 94.5%, SpliceMap detected 121,718 junctions.  HMMSplicer was run 

on the same dataset with default parameters, yielding similar results of 177,890 junctions 

with 84.2% EST validation at the default score threshold.  Raising the score threshold to 

800 (1000 for single junctions) we found 131,007 junctions with 94.5% EST validation.  

Our comparisons suggest that HMMSplicer finds slightly more (7%) junctions than 

SpliceMap at an equivalent EST validation level (94.5%) in this human dataset. 

 

HMMSplicer identifies many junctions in low abundance transcripts 

A recent RNA-Seq study across 24 tissues in humans showed that ~75% of mRNA in a 

cell is from ubiquitously expressed genes [37].  Furthermore, although transcripts from 

~11,000 to ~15,000 genes were detected (depending on the tissue), the 1000 genes with 

the highest expression levels contributed more than half the mRNA in each tissue.  The 

importance of RNA-Seq in the detection of novel splice junctions is not in these 

ubiquitous highly expressed genes, which generally have EST coverage, but in the tissue-

specific genes with lower transcript abundance.   

 

Therefore, we measured HMMSplicer’s capacity for detection of junctions in low-

abundance transcripts in the human resting CD4 cell dataset.  In RNA-Seq experiments 

with non-normalized cDNA samples, the coverage level of a gene varies depending on 
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relative transcript abundance.  A convenient measure of read coverage relative to the 

transcript abundance is Read Per Kilobase per Million reads mapped (RPKM) [18] which 

counts the number of reads that map to a gene, normalized by the length of the gene in 

kilobases, per million reads mapped to the genome.  Figure 5 shows the number of 

predicted junctions matching RefSeq-defined introns at different RPKM levels.  

HMMSplicer identified more junctions than TopHat at all RPKM levels, but the 

difference is greatest at low values of RPKM. This is relevant to many RNA-seq 

experiments. In this dataset, 75% of genes had an RPKM of 10 or less.  

 

Sequence-level analysis reveals alternate 5’ and 3’ splice sites 

HMMSplicer’s approach allows discrimination of closely spaced alternative splice sites, 

providing a method to study fundamental questions about the biology of splicing which 

have not yet been addressed with RNA-Seq experiments.  Alternative splicing analysis in 

RNA-Seq data frequently focuses on quantifying isoform expression level, such as in a 

recent study measuring isoform abundance based on relative coverage levels of exons 

[38].  This is an important application, but the sequence-level detail of RNA-Seq data 

provides the power to examine alternative splicing at a finer level of detail. Analysis 

within the human resting CD4 cell dataset showed instances where splice sites varied 

slightly from known intron boundaries, suggesting an inexact splicing event.  To 

investigate these results further, all junctions overlapping RefSeq introns with fewer than 

15 bp differences in splice sites were examined and the number of bases added or 

removed from the exon boundary was counted.  Overall, there were 997 instances (1.4% 

of junctions which match RefSeq) where an intron possessed an alternate 5’SS and 2,577 
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(3.6% of junctions which match RefSeq) instances of an alternate 3’SS. Alternative 

splicing which maintained the reading frame (i.e. added or removed a multiple of 3 bases 

from the transcript) was clearly preferred for the 3’ splice site (Figure 6). This result is 

not surprising given that the 3’SS motif, YAG, is shorter and shows more variation than 

the 5’SS motif, GTRAGT [6].  To investigate this result further, Weblogos [39] were 

constructed from the sequences at the alternate 3’SS that were off by 3 bases.  Analysis 

of these Weblogos found at the alternate 3’SS shows repetition of the splice motif (i.e. 

YAGYAG).   

 

HMMSplicer identifies non-canonical junctions 

We next analyzed the ability of HMMSplicer to identify junctions with splice sites other 

than GT-AG using the human resting CD4 dataset for analysis. The most common splice 

sites, GT-AG, GC-AG, and AT-AC, are found in 98.3%, 1.5% and 0.2% of human 

introns, respectively [7].  By default, HMMSplicer attempts to adjust intron edges to GT-

AG, GC-AG or AT-AC but includes only GT-AG and GC-AG introns in the set of 

canonical junction predictions.  The user can alter the splice sites for adjustment and 

filtering or can eliminate these steps entirely.  We examined the splice sites in junctions 

found by HMMSplicer.  Counting only junctions that matched known mRNA/ESTs, 

HMMSplicer detected 87,245 GT-AG junctions, 791 GC-AG junctions, and 97 AT-AC 

junctions.  This is 99% GT-AG, 0.9% GC-AG, and 0.1% AT-AC, which corresponds 

well with the published rates.  The ratio of junctions that match known junctions is much 

lower for non-GT-AG junctions (20.3% for GC-AG and 6.5% for AT-AC). To resolve 

whether HMMSplicer non-canonical junctions are false positives or novel instances, 
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further experimental validation will be required. Regardless, HMMSplicer provides all 

junctions and allows the user to filter based on the experiment’s objectives. 

 

Although rare, there are also splice junctions that do not have GT-AG, GC-AG or AT-AC 

splice sites. For example, the HAC1 mRNA and its metazoan homologue XBP1 are 

spliced by Ire1p with the non-canonical splice sites CA-AG, initiating the unfolded 

protein response [8].  HMMSplicer’s non-canonical junction results on the human dataset 

contained three reads spanning the XBP1 non-canonical intron with scores ranging from 

927 to 971 (Figure 7).  The sequence at the beginning of the intron is identical to the 

initial exon sequence, so the HMM was unable to resolve the exact junction edges 

correctly.  This resulted in two possible predictions, one 2 bp upstream from the actual 

site and one 4 bp downstream from the actual site. Collapsing identical junctions resulted 

therefore in two junctions, one with a score of 1024 and one with a score of 1030, which 

put them in the top 0.5% of the collapsed non-canonical junctions. 

 

HMMSplicer finds true novel junctions in genomes with incomplete 

annotation  

To determine if unconfirmed junctions predicted by HMMSplicer represent true novel 

junctions or false positive predictions, we experimentally validated four previously 

unknown junctions predicted from the organism with the least thorough annotation, P. 

falciparum (Figure 8).  All four junctions were relatively high scoring but no EST or 

experimental data exists for comparison, and each case conflicts with the current 

PlasmoDB gene model. The first junction (score=1300), in PFC0285c (predicted to 
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encode the beta subunit of the class II chaperonin tailless complex polypeptide 1 ring 

complex), suggests an additional exon at the 5’ end of the gene model, possibly 

belonging to the 5’ untranslated region (UTR).  The second junction (score=1198) 

belongs to PF07_0101, a conserved Plasmodium protein of unknown function. This 

previously unknown junction excises 291bp out of the middle of the first annotated exon, 

which would result in a protein 97 amino acids (aa) shorter. The third and fourth 

junctions, with scores of 1261 and 1175, respectively, are in PFD0185c, another gene of 

unknown function conserved across Plasmodium species.  One junction lies within the 

predicted gene, splicing out 85bp and leading to a frameshift near the 3’ end, while the 

other appears to splice together two exons in the 3’UTR.  RT-PCR followed by sequence 

analysis verified all four splice junctions predicted by HMMSplicer (Figure 8), 

confirming HMMSplicer’s ability to predict true novel junctions from RNA-Seq data.  

 

Discussion 

HMMSplicer is an efficient and accurate algorithm for finding canonical and non-

canonical splice junctions in short read data.  Our benchmark tests on simulated data and 

three publicly available datasets show that HMMSplicer is able to detect junctions in 

compact and mammalian genomes with high specificity and sensitivity. The real world 

challenges in these datasets include low quality reads and uneven coverage.  Built on 

Bowtie, HMMSplicer is fast, comparable in CPU time to TopHat. Analysis also 

demonstrates HMMSplicer’s ability to find splice junctions on transcripts with low 

abundance, alternative splicing, and non-canonical junctions.   
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Comparisons with TopHat show that HMMSplicer is able to find more junctions with a 

similar level of specificity in each of these datasets.  Comparisons with SpliceMap show 

that HMMSplicer has similar performance, yielding slightly more (7%) EST matching 

junctions in paired-end human datasets.  However, in the low sequence quality A. 

thaliana dataset, HMMSplicer significantly outperforms SpliceMap.  HMMSplicer was 

not compared to SplitSeek [23] as this algorithm only processes colorspace reads.  

Though the algorithm is similar, we anticipate that HMMSplicer would be more sensitive 

than SplitSeek, since this algorithm requires at least one read to be split evenly across the 

splice junction. HMMSplicer, TopHat, and SpliceMap are all free from this constraint. 

Finally, the SuperSplat [24] algorithm is the only other currently available algorithm that 

detects non-canonical junctions to our knowledge. Unfortunately, the current version of 

SuperSplat does not align reads with any mismatches, and also has large memory 

requirements (5 – 32 GB to index the A. thaliana genome). 

 

A major strength of HMMSplicer is that it is the only software package that provides a 

score for each junction, reflecting the strength of the junction prediction, which allows 

tuning of HMMSplicer’s results to an experiment.  While many splice junction 

algorithms filter on specific attributes to improve validation rates, for example, 

SpliceMap has filtering to remove junctions with only a single supporting read, 

HMMSplicer’s score provides a more flexible way to tune true and false positive rates for 

the experiment. The score is based solely on the number of bases on each side of the 

junction, the quality of those bases, and the junction’s similarity to potential full-length 

matches.  Re-annotation experiments would necessitate a higher threshold to avoid false 
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positives, but experiments looking for novel junctions could use a lower threshold to 

include as many true positives as possible.  The threshold can also be tuned for non-ideal 

datasets, such as the low quality A. thaliana dataset. The score is highly predictive 

despite the fact that it does not include biological factors such as splice site or intron 

length in its calculation, making it ideal for detection of novel splice junctions. 

  

Alternative splicing is an area of intense research where HMMSplicer’s approach 

provides a significant advantage over algorithms that rely on exon islands, such as 

TopHat.  In the case of alternate 5’ or 3’ splice sites, the major isoform may mask the 

signal from a minor isoform, especially in genes without high sequence coverage. 

HMMSplicer accurately identifies small variations in 5’ and 3’ splice sites.  These small 

variations in splice sites, most frequently 3 nucleotides added or removed from the 

transcript at the 3’ splice site (1 amino acid added/removed from the translated protein), 

demonstrate how the repetition of the splice motif can cause inexact splicing. 

HMMSplicer’s unbiased approach to alignment, combined with the sequence level power 

of RNA-Seq, has enormous potential for biological inquiry into alternative splicing. 

 

The depth of RNA-Seq and the unbiased approach of HMMSplicer also allow 

investigation into non-canonical splicing. HMMSplicer allows the researcher to define 

canonical splice sites, and returns both canonical and non-canonical results. Scores in 

HMMSplicer’s predicted junctions aid the discovery process, as evidenced by the XBP1 

example in the human dataset. In HMMSplicer’s results, it was ranked in the top 0.5% of 

the non-canonical splice results.  
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In conclusion, HMMSplicer is a valuable addition to the algorithms available for finding 

splice junctions in RNA-Seq data.  The software, documentation and details about the 

datasets and analysis can be found at http://derisilab.ucsf.edu/software/hmmsplicer.    

 

Materials and Methods 

The HMMSplicer algorithm has four main steps: seeding reads within the reference 

genome, finding the splice position, matching the second piece of the read, and 

scoring/filtering splice junctions.  Figure 1 shows an overview diagram of the 

HMMSplicer pipeline.   

 

As a pre-analysis step, dataset reads are aligned to the reference genome using Bowtie 

[5].  Reads with full-length alignments to the genome contain no junctions and are 

therefore removed from consideration.  These genome-matching reads may be used to 

build a coverage track that can be viewed in the UCSC Genome Browser [40] or other 

applications. 

 

Step 1.  Read-half alignment 

To determine the read’s seed location within the genome, we assume that each read spans 

at most a single exon-exon junction.  Reads are divided in half, rounding down for reads 

of odd length, and both read-halves are aligned to the genome using Bowtie (current 

version 0.12.2), although other full-length alignment algorithms may also be used.  This 

approach will locate an alignment for both read halves if the read is somewhat evenly 
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split across a junction, and these alignments are carried through the algorithm 

independently until they are resolved during scoring.  However, if the read matches 

unevenly across the junction (e.g. if one side of a 45 nt read is 35 nt long and the other 

side is 10 nt long, referred to as a “35/10 split”), only the longer side will be seeded in 

this step.  A read-half may not align if the larger half falls on another exon-exon junction 

or if sequencing errors prevent an alignment.  Alternatively, a read half may have 

multiple alignments.  As long as the duplicates are below a repeat threshold (50 

alignments by default), all seeds are continued through until the filtering part of the 

algorithm; duplicate junction locations for a read are resolved at that point.  For clarity in 

the text below, the half of the read that seeded will be referred to as the ‘first half’ and 

will be described as if the initial half of the read matched to the 5’ edge of the intron, with 

all sequences in the sense direction.  In reality, either half of the read could match to 

either edge of the intron. 

 

Step 2. Determine Splice Site Position 

The alignment of a read-half determines an outside edge of the spliced read alignment, 

but does not determine where the exon-intron boundary occurs.  To return to our previous 

example read with a 35/10 split, the first half of the read, corresponding to 22 bases, will 

be aligned but it will be unclear that the first side extends to 35 bases.  A simplistic 

approach to this problem would be to extend the seed until a mismatch occurs but this 

approach ignores both the additional information available in quality scores and the high 

error rate inherent in many high-throughput sequencing technologies.  Continuing from 

the 35/10 split example, imagine, after the first 22 bases of read-half, there is one 
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mismatch to the genome at a low quality base and then 12 bases in a row which match the 

genome.  The simplistic approach would be to assume the read stopped aligned after the 

first mismatch, suggesting the split is 22/23 instead of 35/10, resulting in an incorrect 

junction alignment. To avoid this type of error, HMMSplicer utilizes a two-state Hidden 

Markov Model (HMM) to determine the optimal splice position within each read. State 1 

describes a read aligning to the genome.  In this state, we expect that most bases in the 

read match their partner in the genome, and that the probability of matching will vary 

based on the read base quality (high quality bases are less likely to be sequencing errors 

and thus more likely to match).  State 2 is cessation of alignment to the genome.  In this 

state, matches between the read and the genome are essentially random and do not 

depend on quality.  For example, a genome with a GC content of 50% would yield an 

expected probability of 25% for each base to match the target genome location, 

regardless of sequence quality score.  The most probable transition point from State 1 to 

State 2 defines the optimal splice position.  In the 35/10 split example, the HMM would 

evaluate the probability of a 22/23 split, with 10 matches in a row in State 2 (where the 

probability of a match is only 25%) compared to the probability of a 35/10 split where a 

low quality base causes a single mismatch while remaining in State 1.  Assuming the 

probability of a mismatch in State 1 in a low quality base was about 30% (a typical 

value), the 35/10 split would be more probable than the 22/23 split.  (All other possible 

splits would also be considered, but these would be low probability compared to the 

22/23 and 35/10 split options.)   
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Within each state of the HMM, the quality is binned into five levels, representing low, 

medium-low, medium, medium-high, and high quality scores.  Using five bins provides 

the best balance between having sufficient bins to distinguish quality levels, while 

maintaining enough bases within each quality bin that the HMM can be adequately 

trained using a random subset of reads.  Using a separate bin for each quality score 

created situations where one or more quality score were under-trained because quality 

scores are not evenly distributed from zero to forty.  Increasing the training subset size 

can ameliorate this problem, however results with more quality bins were not 

significantly better than results with five quality bins (data not shown). 

 

The HMM is trained on a randomly selected subset of the input read set. The training is 

accomplished using the Baum-Welch algorithm [41], an expectation maximization 

technique that finds the most likely parameters for an HMM given a training set of 

emissions.  For HMMSplicer, emissions are strings of match/mismatch values derived 

from the alignment of the whole read to the genome at the position of each seed match.  

By using an unsupervised training method, the HMM values can be trained without 

additional input from the user, such as known genome annotations.  This allows for a 

more sophisticated approach than the simplistic model described above while maintaining 

model unbiased by additional information such as known genome annotation. This 

training allows the values to be optimal for any particular genome and sequencing run. 

For example, genome specific training can adjust for biases in genomic nucleotide 

composition.  One of the datasets used in our testing is P. falciparum, which has a 

genome that is 80% AT.  This reduced complexity makes the probability of a match in 
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random sequence higher than the 25% that it would be in a genome with balanced 

nucleotide distributions. In addition, training provides a way to validate the model.  The 

premise behind the model is that in State 1 the probability of a match should increase 

with the quality of a base, but in State 2 the probability of a match should be independent 

of the quality score.  If this model is accurate then regardless of initial values, the trained 

HMM should reflect this expectation.  The outcome of the training, detailed in the 

Results section above, confirm the robustness of the model to different initial values.  The 

HMM values for each parameter, before training and after training with each dataset 

studied, are given in Table 1.  For each organism, the model trains as expected.  

Parameters in State 1 show a higher rate of matches than mismatches, varying by quality 

score, while parameters in State 2 remain at approximately 25% probability of a match 

regardless of quality.  The only exception is for P. falciparum, where the probability of a 

mismatch in State 2 varies from 37% to 28% depending on quality because of the 80% 

AT bias in the genome. 

 

After the HMM is trained, it is run for every read-half alignment, yielding the coordinates 

of the first piece of the read alignment, including the first exon-intron boundary of the 

splice junction. In the event of multiple equally probable splice positions, the splice 

position with the shortest second piece is selected.  A falsely short second piece may still 

match within the maximum intron distance and has the potential to be adjusted to the 

correct splice site in the canonical splice-site adjustment (see below for details).  On the 

other hand, a second piece with false bases added to the beginning will likely not match 

within the maximum intron distance causing the read to be discarded.  If the remaining 
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part of the read is too short (eight nucleotides or fewer by default), the alignment is set 

aside.  Uncertainty in the precise location of the splice junction and short alignment can 

be further resolved in a subsequent evaluation process described below. 

 

Step 3. Determine Spliced Exon position 

Once the splice position has been determined, the first exon-intron boundary has been 

identified.  To determine the second exon-intron boundary, the remaining part of the read, 

(the ‘second piece’), must be aligned.  To reduce search space to a manageable and 

biologically relevant size, a default of 80 kbp downstream of the initial alignment is 

considered, although the user may adjust this to the most appropriate value for the 

organism and experiment.  HMMSplicer first determines potential location positions by 

using the initial eight nucleotides of the second piece as an anchor (this anchor size may 

also be tuned to the organism and experiment), searching for all locations within the 

maximum intron size where this anchor matches exactly.  To accommodate possible 

sequencing errors in these initial eight nucleotides, exact matches for the next eight 

nucleotides (i.e. positions 9-16 of the second piece) are found and are added to the set of 

anchors.  For each position where an anchor has an exact match, the entire second piece 

of the read is compared to the genome and the number of mismatches is counted.  The 

alignment with the fewest mismatches is selected as the best match.  In the event of 

multiple best matches, the read is set aside to be resolved later.   

 

At this point, a preliminary splice junction has been defined.  However, the exact splice 

positions may be offset from the actual intron-exon boundaries by a few nucleotides, 
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especially in cases where the sequence at the beginning of the intron matches that at the 

beginning of the second exon.  In these cases, sequence alone cannot define the correct 

edges.  To aid in correct splice edge definition, HMMSplicer uses an assumption about 

the biology of splice sites.  The most common splice sites, GT-AG, GC-AG, and AT-AC, 

are found in 98.3%, 1.5% and 0.2% of human introns, respectively [7]. By default, 

HMMSplicer uses these three splice sites (in order of their frequency of usage) to adjust 

intron-exon boundaries, though the sequences can be changed or the feature can be turned 

off entirely.  Given the frequency of these three splice sites compared to other splice 

sites, the use of splice sites for intron-exon boundary adjustment introduces a 

conservative assumption and can help resolve small ambiguities in the position of the 

splice site prediction.  To perform the adjustment, both splice edges are moved an 

equivalent number of nucleotides to reach a canonical splice site, where possible.  

Junctions already at canonical edges and junctions that cannot be adjusted to canonical 

edges remain unchanged.  

 

HMMSplicer provides a score for each predicted junction that does not rely on any 

biological information or assumptions about splicing machinery beyond the user-

configurable adjustment to canonical splice sites, leaving the user free to apply the 

appropriate data processing filters for the experiment. The goal of the scoring approach is 

to use available information maximally while minimizing assumptions.  For example, a 

score that incorporated the intron size distribution of the organism could have been more 

accurate, but would have introduced a strong bias toward typical intron sizes.  Similarly, 

a scoring algorithm that penalizes non-canonical junction edges would have introduced a 
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bias towards canonical splice sites.  Instead, HMMSplicer’s score uses information only 

about the genome sequence, read sequence, read quality, and splice position to derive a 

score.  The researcher can introduce further filtering to the result set, based on the needs 

of the experiment, but the score is free from these biases. 

 

To accomplish this goal, we chose an information-based approach to the score algorithm, 

akin to a BLAST bit score rather than the probability-based E-value [39].  The initial step 

of the scoring algorithm is to measure the amount of information in the alignment of one 

side of the junction read.  Assuming each possible nucleotide is equally likely and the 

reported read nucleotide was certain (no sequencing errors) there would be four equally 

possible nucleotides at each position of the read, resulting in 2 bits per position (log2(4)).  

However, the reported nucleotide is not certain, and this uncertainty is encoded by the 

quality of the nucleotide.  To scale for this, we multiply the 2 bits by the probability that 

the nucleotide call is correct, given the quality score.  The sum of the information in each 

matching position of the read piece alignment is then used as the score for that read piece. 

 

Given: 

€ 

gi = genome nucleotide at position i
ri = reported nucleotide at position i
r'i = reference nucleotide at position i
qi = quality score at position i

 

 

Score for one side is calculated as: 

€ 

h =
gi = ri :P(ri = r'i |qi) *2 bits
gi ≠ ri : 0i= 0

j

∑                              (1)          
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Both sides of the junction are scored using equation (1).  To combine the scores for the 

individual read pieces, they are multiplied, giving a strong bias to evenly split reads.  The 

score increase is greater for evenly split reads than for reads with uneven piece sizes.  For 

example, comparing 50 nt reads and 70 nt reads, a 10/40 split compared to a 10/60 split 

will, under ideal conditions, raise the score from 400 to 600.  By contrast, a 25/25 split 

compared to a 35/35 split will raise the score from 625 to 1225, a much more dramatic 

increase.  This increase reflects the fact that a 10/40 to 10/60 split does not increase the 

information available as much as a 25/25 split to a 35/35 split. 

 

Next, the score is corrected for the similarity to a full-length alignment.  For each 

junction, if we hypothesize that the junction may actually be a full-length alignment, 

there are two possible positions for this alignment, either the left side is correct and the 

right side should be moved left adjacent to it, or the reverse.  Both these possible full-

length alignments are scored and the better alignment is kept.  Half of this score is 

subtracted from the initial junction information as follows: 

€ 

s = hahb − F *max
ha'hb
hahb'

 
 
 

                                          (2) 

 

Where ha is the score for the left side, hb is the score for the right side, ha′ is the score for 

the left side when moved adjacent to the right side and hb′ is the score for the right side 

when moved adjacent to the left side.  F is defined as 0.5, an empirically derived value 

that gives the best score results when tested on the human dataset (data not shown). 
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As a final step, the scores are normalized to the range 0-1200, with most scores less than 

1000 in practice.  This is simply for easy visualization in the UCSC Genome Browser.  

The BED file output from HMMSplicer can be uploaded directly to the UCSC Genome 

Browser, which uses grey-scale to represent scores from 0-1000.  To perform this scaling, 

the multiplier is 1200 divided by the theoretical maximum score for a read of the given 

length.  When calculating the theoretical maximum, equation (1) reduces to the length of 

the read piece times 2 bits.  Thus, if the read length is even, the multiplier is: 

 

€ 

meven =
1200

l
2
*2 bits

 

 
 

 

 
 
2                                    (3a) 

If the read length is odd, the multiplier is: 

€ 

modd =
1200

l −1
2
*2 bits

 

 
 

 

 
 
l +1
2
*2 bits

 

 
 

 

 
 

                       (3b) 

 

All together, the full equation for the score value is: 

€ 

final score = s*m                                       (4) 

 

Once splice junctions have been detected and scored, HMMSplicer resolves instances 

where both halves of a read were aligned independently, as well as instances where one 

or both read halves created multiple alignments.  For reads where independent read half 

alignments converged on the same junction position, a single copy of the junction is 

saved.  For reads where the read halves had multiple seed positions, if one position has a 

score much higher than the other(s), that position is retained.  If a read matches in 
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multiple positions and all positions have close scores (by default, scores with differences 

less than 20, but this is user configurable), reads are saved in a separate set of output 

results reserved for duplicates.   

 

Step 4: Rescue 

Reads that cannot be matched uniquely can be used to lend support to a junction 

previously identified in the dataset.  HMMSplicer attempts to rescue matches where the 

location of the first piece of the read is uniquely identified, but the location of the second 

piece is not. There are two sources of such reads: 1) reads with a second piece fewer than 

eight bases long and 2) reads where the second piece matched equally well to multiple 

locations within the maximum intron size.  In both cases, HMMSplicer can apply the 

information from mapping the initial part of the read to rescue the read using other 

junctions found in the dataset.  If another read ends at the same point as this read (i.e. has 

the same junction edge on the known side), the algorithm examines the other side of the 

junction to determine if the initial bases of the exon sequence match the second piece of 

this read.   If so, this junction is assumed to be the source of the read. 

 

Step 5: Filter and Collapse 

Finally, initial junction-spanning reads are filtered and collapsed to yield a final set of 

predicted junctions.  Splice junctions are divided into populations that do and do not 

match the most frequent splice sites (‘GT-AG’ and ‘GC-AG’ by default).  Regardless of 

whether the user chooses to impose these splice site position sequences into the search, 

nonconforming junctions are saved and ranked separately.  All reads creating the same 
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intron are collapsed into a single junction with the score for these reads increased in 

relation to number of additionally covered bases.  Distinct reads covering the same 

junction add significantly to a its potential to be real, but two identical reads may be from 

the same source, such as PCR amplification artifacts.  To follow the previous example, a 

35/10 split (35 bp on the first exon, 10 bp on the second exon) combined with another 

35/10 split would not increase the score, but the 35/10 split plus a 10/35 split would yield 

a substantial boost to the score because the covered bases would now be now 35/35.  To 

be exact, imagine the 10/35 junction read has a score of 800 and the 35/10 junction read 

has a score of 600.  The higher score read is considered first, then the second read is 

collapsed onto it.  In this case, the new junction adds 25 bases out of a total of, now, 70 

bases covered, so a value of (25 / 70) * 600 is added to the original score of 800, yielding 

a collapsed score of 1214.2. 

 

Collapsed junction predictions are then filtered by score. Multiple error-free reads 

spanning the same splice junction align to the correct splice site, facilitating 

determination of splice boundaries.  In contrast, because sequencing errors are distributed 

throughout the read with three possible wrong base substitutions, 

reads with errors that create false positive junctions tend to be scattered as single, 

incorrect alignments.  Previous studies concur that true junctions are more likely than 

false junctions to be covered by more than one read [42].  Therefore, junctions covered 

by a single read are evaluated more stringently than junctions covered by multiple reads, 

with a higher score threshold set for junctions covered by a single read.  The default score 

thresholds for HMMSplicer are 600 for junctions covered by a single read and 400 for 
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junctions covered by multiple reads.  These score thresholds were optimal for the 

benchmark datasets, but ultimately the score threshold will depend on the number of 

reads used in the experiment (datasets with more reads may require higher score 

thresholds) and the purpose of the experiment (re-annotation studies will require higher 

score thresholds than studies looking for novel junctions). 

 

Benchmark Methods 

For the benchmark tests, all analysis was performed on an 8-core Mac Pro with 16 GB of 

RAM.  HMMSplicer was run with default parameters unless otherwise noted.  TopHat 

version 1.0.12 was used.  TopHat was run with the best parameters for the 

dataset/organism, though the only parameter found to have a large effect on results was 

segment length.  For reads shorter than 50 nt, segment lengths of half the read length 

were used for TopHat, as it was found to dramatically increase the number of splice 

junctions found (i.e. 30,381 junctions identified for the default segment length of 25 

versus 68,946 junctions identified with a reduced segment length of 22 in the human 

dataset).  For the simulation dataset, TopHat was run with the default parameters, except 

with a segment length of 20 and 22 for reads 40 and 44 nt long. The A. thaliana dataset 

was run with default parameters except for a minimum intron size of 5 and a maximum 

intron size of 6000.  The H. sapiens dataset was run with a segment length of 22 using the 

butterfly search and microexon search parameters.  The H. sapiens dataset is paired end 

and, based on information in the publication [27], an inner mate distance of 210 was 

used.  SpliceMap was run on the A. thaliana dataset by the SpliceMap first author using a 

6 kbp maximum intron size (personal communication).   
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For most of the analysis, canonical splice junction results from HMMSplicer were used 

(i.e. GT-AG and GC-AG splice sites), as they are most comparable to results from other 

algorithms. Table 3 contains general characteristics of the datasets downloaded from 

NCBI SRA, including accession numbers.  

 

Experimental Validation in Plasmodium falciparum 

Cell culture, RNA preparation, and poly-A selection 

Plasmodium falciparum 3D7 Oxford parasites were sorbitol synchronized in early ring 

stage, then synchronized again 24 and 32 hours later for a total of 3 synchronizations 

during 2 consecutive cell cycles. Culture conditions were as in Bozdech et al, 2003.  Post-

synchronization, maximum invasion (number of schizonts = number of rings) was 

observed by smear and 50mL of 2% hematocrit, 10% parasitemia culture was harvested 

44 hours post-invasion (late schizogeny). Harvested cells were centrifuged at 1,500 g for 

5 min, washed in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), and pelleted at 1,500 g for 5 min.  The 

cell pellet was rapidly frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C.  Total RNA was 

harvested from the frozen pellet using 10mL Trizol (Invitrogen Corp., Carlsbad, CA).  

238ug of total RNA was poly-A selected using the Micro Fasttrack 2.0 kit (Invitrogen 

Corp., Carlsbad, CA). 

 

DNase treatment, reverse transcription, PCR, and sequencing 

3.6ug of poly-A selected RNA was treated twice with 2uL of TURBO DNase according 

to the manufacturer’s instructions for the TURBO DNase-free kit (Applied 
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Biosystems/Ambion, Austin, TX).  Treated RNA tested negative for residual genomic 

DNA by PCR amplification in the following mix: 1x Herculase II Fusion buffer, 0.25mM 

dATP, 0.25mM dTTP, 0.0625mM dCTP, 0.0625mM dGTP, 0.25uM PF11_0062-F 

primer (5’-ACTGGTCCAGATGGAAAGA AAAA-3’), 0.25uM PF11_0062-R (5’-

GGAGGTAAATTTTGTTACAGCTTTGGTTCC-3’), and 0.4uL of Herculase II Fusion 

polymerase (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA).  PCR conditions were 95°C for 2 min, then 40 

cycles of 95°C for 30 sec, 52°C for 45 sec, 65°C for 3 min, and finally 65°C for 7 min.  

2ug of DNased RNA was melted at 65°C for 5 minutes in the presence of 817.5ng 

random hexamer, and then cooled at room temperature for 5 minutes.  To reverse 

transcribe cDNA, 0.25mM dATP, 0.25mM dTTP, 0.0625mM dCTP, 0.0625mM dGTP, 

1x First Strand buffer, 10M DDT, and 1090U Superscript III reverse transcriptase 

(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) were added and the reaction was incubated at 42°C for 1.5 

hours.  1uL of this reverse transcription mix was used for each junction confirming PCR 

using the previous described mix and cycling conditions, with the following changes: 

0.5uM of the appropriate forward and reverse primers were used and 30 cycles of PCR 

were performed.  PCR reactions were cleaned up with Zymo-5 DNA columns (Zymo 

Research Corp., Orange, CA). 100ng of each PCR product was a-extended by incubation 

at 37°C for 30 minutes in the presence of 16.7mM dATP, 1x NEB buffer 2, and 5U 

Klenow exo- (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA).  Extended products were then TOPO 

TA cloned and transformed into chemically competent TOP10 cells (Invitrogen, 

Carlsbad, CA).  Transformations were plated on LB + ampicillin plates spread with 

100uL 40mg/mL Xgal.  After 16 hours of growth, colony PCR was performed on white 

colonies with the following PCR mix: 1x Taq buffer, 2mM MgCl2, 0.5uM M13F, 0.5uM 
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M13R, 0.25mM dATP, 0.25mM dTTP, 0.0625mM dCTP, 0.0625mM dGTP, and 0.5U 

Taq polymerase (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). PCR conditions were 95°C for 2 min, then 

30 cycles of 95°C for 30 sec, 52°C for 45 sec, 65°C for 3 min, and finally 65°C for 7 min.  

Following precipitation with 3 volumes of isopropanol, 1/4 of each PCR product was 

primer extended in Sanger sequencing reactions in the presence of 1uM M13F, 1x 

sequencing buffer, and 0.5uL BigDye Terminator (Applied Biosystems Inc., Foster City, 

CA).  Cycling conditions were 94°C for 2 min, then 60 cycles of 94°C for 30 sec, 50°C 

for 1 min, 60°C for 1 min, and finally 60°C for 7 min.  Sequencing reactions were 

precipitated with 1/4 volume 125mM EDTA and 1 volume 100% ethanol, and then 

resuspended in HiDi formamide and run on a 3130xl Genetic Analyzer (Applied 

Biosystems Inc., Foster City, CA). 

 

Primer Sequences 
 
Name Sequence 
PF07_0101 F TGGGTTATCTGATCATCAAGGA 
PF07_0101 R TTTTATGAGTGTCGTCCCTTTTT 
PFD0185c F1 CGCACTACCATATTTATGCCTCT 
PFD0185c R1 AGTAGAAGGAGGGAGGAGCA 
PFD0185c F2 TTCGCGTGATGAAGAAGATG 
PFD0185c R2 CAAGCCCACATATAAATCAAGGA 
PFC0285c F TATCTTCTTGGGCCCCTTCT 
PFC0285c R TGTGAATGCGTGAAGGATTT 
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Figures 

Figure 1.  HMMSplicer pipeline 

 

After removing reads that have full-length alignments to the genome, reads are divided in 

half and aligned to the genome (step 1 as defined in the Materials and Methods).  The 

HMM is trained using a subset of the read-half alignments (step 2a).  The HMM bins 

quality scores into five levels.  Although only three levels are shown in this overview for 

simplification, the values for all five levels can be found in Table 1.  The trained HMM is 

then used to determine the splice position within each read-half alignment (step 2b).  The 

remaining second piece of the read is then matched downstream to find the other intron 

edge (step 3).  The initial set of splice junctions then proceed to rescue (step 4) and filter 

and collapse (step 5) to generate the final set of splice junctions. 
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Figure 2.  Algorithm parameters
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a) Percent of oligos able to map within a genome as a function of oligo size.  The solid 

lines show the percentages if oligos are able to map up to 50 times within the genome 

(the value used in HMMSplicer seeding).  The dashed lines show the percentages if a 

unique match is required. b) HMM training.  The values for the two most variable 

parameters of the HMM are shown here, with the x-axis representing different training 

set sizes and initial HMM parameters.  The error bars show the standard deviation of ten 

repetitions of training.  HMMSplicer uses a training subset size of 10,000. c) Effect of 

size, in bases, for the second piece of the read.  The percent of second pieces uniquely 

mapping within 80 kbp of the first piece increases as the size of the second piece 

increases, while the percent of second pieces mapping to multiple locations decreases. 
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Figure 3.  Simulation results 

 

(a) Results for HMMSplicer and TopHat for 50 and 75 bp reads. Although values are 

similar at higher coverage levels, HMMSplicer exhibits substantial increases in 

sensitivity at lower coverage levels.  (b) ROC curve for the 50 bp simulation results at 1x, 

10x, and 50x coverage demonstrates that HMMSplicer’s scoring algorithm accurately 

discriminates between true and false junctions.  The number in parentheses is the area 

under the curve for each coverage level.  
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Figure 4.  Overview of HMMSplicer and TopHat results in (a) A. thaliana, 

and (b) P. falciparum and (c) H. sapiens 

 

For each dataset, HMMSplicer results are shown at five different score thresholds.  The 

numbers on the bottom axis (200 to 600) are the thresholds for junctions with multiple 

reads; the threshold was set 200 points higher for junctions with a single read. The * 

indicates HMMSplicer’s default score threshold. SpliceMap results are shown for the A. 

thaliana dataset only, as SpliceMap can not be run datasets with reads less than 50 nt 

long.  For P. falciparum, TopHat was run with two different parameter sets.  TopHat A 

was run with a segment length of 23 resulting in more junctions but a lower specificity 

whereas TopHat B used the default segment length of 25 resulting in fewer junctions with 

more specificity.  
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Figure 5.  Human results compared by transcript abundance 

 

Transcript abundance was measured as Reads Per Kilobase per Million reads mapped 

(RPKM) and the genes were binned by RPKM to show the number of RefSeq junctions 

found at different levels of transcript abundance.  For genes with an RPKM less than 10, 

HMMSplicer found 76.2% more junctions, whereas for genes with an RPKM above 50, 

HMMSplicer found only 6.7% more junctions.  While a smaller number of highly 

expressed genes dominate the mRNA population, 74.8% of genes have RPKM values 

less than 10. 
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Figure 6.  Alternative 5’ and 3’ splice sites 

 

HMMSplicer results within 15 bp of RefSeq introns were analyzed to measure the 

number of bases added or removed from the spliced transcript. There were 997 instances 

where the intron had an alternate 5’ splice site (5’SS, shown in grey) and 2,577 instances 

of an alternate 3’ splice site (3’SS site, shown in black).  The most common alternative 

splice was 3 bases removed or added to the exon at the 3’SS. TopHat results showed a 

similar pattern, though only 875 alternates (262 5’SS alternates and 613 3’SS alternates) 

are found, less than a quarter of the HMMSplicer results.  Weblogos were constructed 

from the sequences at the 1,099 alternate 3’SS with three bases removed from the 

transcript and the 460 alternate 3’SS with three bases added to the transcript.  For these, 

the green dashed line shows the alternate splice site while the red dashed line shows the 

canonical splice site.  In both cases, a repetition of the YAG splice motif is evident. 
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Figure 7.  XBP1 non-canonical intron 

 

HMMSplicer discovers the non-canonical XBP1 intron.  HMMSplicer identifies three 

reads containing the non-canonical CA-AG splice site in XBP1.  Because the reads are 

fairly evenly split, both read-halves aligned to the genome.  The edges identified by 

HMMSplicer are 2 and 4 bp off from the actual splice site because the sequence at the 

beginning of the intron repeats the sequence at the beginning of the subsequent exon. 

When identical junctions are collapsed, there are two junctions, one with a score of 1024 

and one with a score of 1030, which puts them in the top 0.5% of the collapsed non-

canonical junctions. 
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Figure 8.  Experimental confirmation of predicted Plasmodium falciparum 

splice junctions 

 

Schematics of the predicted splice junctions and sequenced RT-PCR products for a) 

PFC0285c, b) PF07_0101, and c) PFD0185c.  For PFC0285c, the verified junction likely 

splices an additional exon in the 5’UTR to the coding region of the gene.  The confirmed 

junction in PF07_0101 splices out 291 nt (97 aa) from the first exon, which could 

represent an alternative protein-coding isoform, or an error in the gene model.   The 

demonstrated junctions in PFD0185c excise 85bp near the 3’ end of the gene, causing a 

frameshift, and appear to splice two exons within the 3’UTR of the gene together.  Again, 

the junction within the gene model may represent an alternative splicing event or an error 
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in the gene model.  ESTs near all three areas are included to provide the direction of the 

genes. 
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Tables 

Table 1.  Simulation Results 

 

 1 -> 
2 

2 -> 
1 

1: 
high 

1: 
med
-
high 

1: 
med
ium  

1: 
med
-low  

1: 
low  

2:  
high 

2: 
med
-
high 

2: 
med
ium  

2: 
med
-low  

2: 
low  

Initial Value 
Set 1 

0.5 0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

Initial Value 
Set 2 

0.5 0 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 

A. thaliana 
Trained 
Values 

0.916 0 0.983 0.976 0.971 0.949 0.832 0.271 0.261 0.259 0.259 0.276 

P. 
falciparum 
Trained 
Values 

0.938 0 0.942 0.879 0.853 0.786 0.669 0.368 0.334 0.333 0.317 0.281 

H. sapiens 
Trained 
Values 

0.934 0 0.948 0.925 0.886 0.791 0.605 0.283 0.264 0.258 0.261 0.256 

 

The initial and trained values for the HMM.  The first two columns (“1 -> 2” and “2 -> 

1”) show the probability of transitioning from State 1 to State 2 and the reverse.  The 

probability of transitioning from State 2 to State 1 is fixed at 0 (indicating a 100% 

probability of remaining in State 2).  For each state, the probability of a match at each 

quality bin is reported.  The initial values were used to validate the HMM.  HMMSplicer 

uses Initial Value Set 2, though the initial values do not impact the final trained values 

(see Figure 2b).  The trained values are shown for each dataset analyzed.  The Human 

values are the same as those shown in Figure 1, though in more detail. 
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Table 2.  Simulation Results 

 HMMSplicer TopHat 
Read 
Length 

Coverage 
Level 

# True 
Positives 

% False 
Positives 

# True 
Positives 

% False 
Positives 

1 1484 0.7 451 1.1 
5 3478 1.3 1858 1.1 

10 3835 2.8 2825 1.2 
25 3908 4.7 3490 2.0 

40 bp  

50 3928 8.3 3630 3.3 
1 1630 0.2 503 0.2 
5 3634 0.8 2422 0.9 

10 3861 1.0 3458 1.3 
25 3928 2.2 3849 2.0 

45 bp 

50 3947 4.1 3901 3.8 
1 1701 0.2 457 0.7 
5 3646 0.3 2619 0.8 

10 3893 0.5 3579 1.1 
25 3943 1.1 3858 2.2 

50 bp 

50 3958 1.6 3908 3.1 
1 1711 0.3 390 0.8 
5 3677 0.5 2697 0.7 

10 3898 0.5 3581 1.1 
25 3948 1.1 3870 1.8 

55 bp 

50 3965 2.5 3915 3.1 
1 1684 0.1 433 0.9 
5 3671 0.3 2629 0.7 

10 3906 0.4 3581 0.8 
25 3951 0.9 3869 1.5 

60 bp 

50 3966 1.0 3930 2.9 
1 1698 0.1 405 0.7 
5 3684 0.4 2609 0.6 

10 3904 0.5 3525 0.8 
25 3945 1.0 3838 1.8 

65 bp 

50 3966 1.3 3928 2.4 
1 1629 0.1 1038 0.7 
5 3626 0.2 3297 1.6 

10 3893 0.5 3785 2.2 
25 3951 0.7 3931 6.5 

70 bp  

50 3960 1.2 3958 12.9 
1 1613 0.2 943 0.5 
5 3613 0.4 3101 0.5 

10 3899 0.5 3734 0.8 
25 3955 0.6 3939 1.5 

75 bp  

50 3966 1.2 3966 2.4 
 
HMMSplicer and TopHat were run on read sets from 40 to 75 bp long at coverage levels 

from 1x to 50x on 503 non-overlapping gene transcripts from Human Chr20.   
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Table 3.  Datasets  

 Accession 
Number 

Number 
of Reads 

Read 
Length 

HMMSplicer 
time (min) 

TopHat 
time (min) 

H. sapiens 
 

SRX011552 
(used for 
quality model) 

N/A 75 N/A N/A 

A. thaliana 
 

SRX002554 79,106,696 50 326 1162 

H. sapiens SRX011550 9,669,944 
paired end 

45 880 645 ( or 
271) 
 

P. falciparum SRX001454 
SRX001455 
SRX001456 
SRX001457 

14,139,995 46* 108 188 (or 45) 
 

 

* The 48-bp reads in the NCBI SRA set have a 2 bp initial barcode that was trimmed, 

resulting in 46 bp reads. 

 

Datasets used for benchmark tests.  For H. sapiens and P. falciparum, two times are given 

for TopHat.  For H. sapiens, the longer time is with more sensitive settings, but the 

shorter time resulted in less than 5% fewer junctions at a similar specificity.  For P. 

falciparum, the longer time is with more sensitive but less stringent settings whereas the 

shorter time is for the more stringent settings that resulted in significantly fewer junctions 

but with a much higher specificity. 
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Chapter 4: RNA-Seq analysis of splicing in Plasmodium 

falciparum uncovers novel splice junctions, alternative 

splicing, and splicing of antisense transcripts 
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Abstract 

Over 50% of genes in Plasmodium falciparum, the most deadly of the human malaria 

parasites, contain introns, yet little in known about splicing in the parasite.  Using 

publically available RNA-Seq data combined with our own RNA-Seq dataset as input for 

the in-house developed HMMSplicer algorithm, we have captured the splicing events that 

occur during red blood cell development on a transcriptome-wide level.  In addition to 

confirming 6,678 previously known gene model or EST splice junctions, 977 novel 5’ 

GU-AG 3’ and 5 novel 5’ GC-AG 3’ junctions were discovered.  We detected 310 

alternative splicing events in 254 genes, as well as additional events in intergenic regions, 

thus compiling the largest set of alternative splicing events in the parasite to date.  The 

data also reveal splicing events antisense to gene models, some of which are attributable 

to overlap between annotated genes on opposite strands, while most are likely due to 

gene overlap with unannotated antisense transcripts.  Some of these antisense transcripts 

also appear to be subject to alternative splicing.  Overall, this effort has advanced our 

knowledge of not only splicing, but also of transcriptome organization in the human 

parasite Plasmodium falciparum.  
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Introduction 

Close to one million people every year are killed by malaria, an infectious disease caused 

by protozoan parasites of the genus Plasmodium [1].  While five species of Plasmodium 

are known to infect humans [2], Plasmodium falciparum is the deadliest.  In efforts to 

understand the parasite’s basic biology and thus discover unique vulnerabilities, its 

transcriptome has been probed extensively for RNA expression data [3-5].  However, 

information on other transcriptome features, such as the structure of expressed 

transcripts, has lagged behind.  Analysis of recent expressed sequence tag (EST) and 

RNA-Seq datasets has focused mainly on improving gene annotations [6-9].  Thus, while 

more than half of the parasite’s genes are predicted to contain introns [10], a deeper 

analysis of splicing in this organism has not been undertaken. 

 

Splicing, the mechanism by which intronic sequences are removed from transcripts and 

exonic sequences are joined to form mature RNA species, has been well studied in model 

organisms.  The two required transesterification steps are catalyzed by the spliceosome, a 

large complex of small nuclear ribonucleoproteins (snRNPs).  Each snRNP contains an 

snRNA component, as well as a core set of proteins. In P. falciparum, RNA components 

of the major U2-type spliceosome have been detected [11, 12], yet protein components 

have not been systematically identified. Using reciprocal best hits (RBH) analysis [13] of 

human and yeast factors involved in splicing, we identified putative orthologs to 

spliceosome and spliceosome-associated protein components (Table 1) [14-16], the 

majority of which were most similar to their human counterparts.  However, three 

components of the human spliceosome could not be indentified.  Two of these factors, 
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PPIE and SYF2, belong to the hPrp19/Cdc5 complex, which stabilizes U5 and U6 

interactions with the RNA after U4 has been released [17], although their individual 

contributions to this function remain unknown.  Surprisingly, we were also unable to 

detect an ortholog of PRP2. This DEAH/D-box ATPase is thought to activate the pre-

spliceosome by inducing a structural rearrangement that results in disassociation of the 

SF3a and b complexes from the branchpoint, rendering it competent for nucleophilic 

attack of the 5’ splice site [18].  Such an indispensable function in splicing is unlikely to 

be absent in the parasite and may be performed by either a very weak PRP2 ortholog or 

another DEAH/D-box ATPase in the parasite’s proteome.  

 

The splicing process is also guided by conserved motifs within the intronic sequence to 

be removed.  In order across the intron, these motifs include the 5' splice site 

(AG|GUAUGU in yeast, AG|GURAGU in mammals), the branch point sequence 

(UACUAAC in yeast, YNYURAY in mammals), the poly-pyrimidine tract (variable 

length in both yeast and mammals), and the 3' splice site (CAG| in yeast, YAG| in 

mammals) [19].  In P. falciparum, introns identified from EST data generated putative 5’ 

(AR|GUAANW) and 3’ (YAG|) splice site motifs [12]. As in most eukaryotes, these 

motifs are quite degenerate, leaving the first and last two nucleotides of the intron (5' 

GU-AG 3') as the most consistent markers of intronic sequence. In other organisms, a 

minority of introns are marked by noncanonical splice sites such as 5’ GC-AG 3’, which 

is recognized by the major U2-type spliceosome, and 5’ AU-AC 3’, which is recognized 

by the minor U12-type spliceosome [20]. Noncanonical splice sites have been mapped in 
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P. falciparum EST data [9, 21], yet all studies to date have excluded explicit analysis of 

these events and thus their contribution to splicing in the parasite remains unknown. 

 

Alternative splicing adds an additional layer of complexity to RNA processing by 

generating several different mature transcripts from the same precursor. This process is 

crucial to such diverse biology as Drosophila sex determination and HIV-1 replication 

[22, 23]. In 1991, the first instance of alternative splicing in P. falciparum was reported 

in the 41-3 antigen gene [24].  Since then, more than 100 alternative splicing events have 

been catalogued in Plasmodium species [6, 25-29], ranging from intron retention to 

alternate splice site usage to exon skipping.  However, a dedicated transcriptome-wide 

characterization of alternative splicing in P. falciparum has not been undertaken.  

 

Often, alternative splicing is guided by the presence or absence of proteins that determine 

which splice sites are available to the spliceosome [30]. In humans, a number of 

arginine/serine-rich proteins (SR) or heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins (hnRNPs) 

act as alternative splicing factors, in addition to their roles in constitutive splicing. To 

determine if Plasmodium falciparum has orthologs to these proteins, human SR and 

hnRNP proteins with documented roles in alternative splicing were used for best 

reciprocal hits analysis [31, 32].  Four SR proteins and one hnRNP protein returned 

specific orthologs (Table 1, factors without clear orthologs not shown).  These orthologs 

likely represent only a fraction of those proteins that may influence splice site selection in 

P. falciparum. 71 additional P. falciparum proteins contain either an RNA recognition 

motif (RRM) or an RNA binding doman (RBD) according to InterPro [33], and 7 contain 
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an RS domain according to our own analysis (see Materials and Methods).  While these 

domains do not guarantee involvement in splicing, many proteins involved in splice site 

selection during alternative splicing contain some combination of them [31, 32]. 

 

Recent analyses have shown that transcriptome complexity in many organisms extends 

beyond alternative splicing.  The presence of dense transcriptional arrangements, such as 

overlapping protein-coding genes (in parallel or antiparallel orientation) and natural 

antisense transcripts [34, 35], appears to be commonplace.  While the function and 

evolutionary importance of these complex arrangements is not yet well understood, some 

are known to be important in regulatory relationships between the paired genes [36].  In 

the current P. falciparum genome annotation, six instances of protein-coding gene 

overlap are documented, resulting in 1 parallel gene pair and 5 antiparallel gene pairs.  In 

addition, both short and long antisense transcripts have been described in the parasite, 

and EST data indicates that some antisense transcripts may be spliced [9, 37, 38].  

However, the full extent of these complex transcriptional arrangements remains unclear. 

 

Although splicing, alternative splicing, gene overlap, and antisense transcription have all 

been observed in Plasmodium falciparum, none has been thoroughly studied. By 

analyzing the splicing events that occur in the parasite’s blood stages using both our own 

RNA-Seq data and RNA-Seq data from Otto et al. and Sorber et al. [6, 39], we gained 

insight into these transcriptome features.  977 novel 5’ GU-AG 3’ splice junctions and 5 

novel 5’ GC-AG 3’ splice juntions were found in the combined dataset using the in-house 

developed splice site detection algorithm HMMSplicer (see Chapter 3). Probing the data 
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for conflicting splicing events produced an extensive, ranked list of possible alternative 

splicing events, as well as splicing events antisense to one another.  Many novel 

alternative and antisense splicing events above and below the score threshold were 

successfully verified using a modified nested RT-PCR strategy.  Alternate 5’ and 3’ 

splice sites were the most common type of alternative splicing encountered, while 

skipped exons comprised 14% of observed events.  The majority of events were 

documented within 254 gene models, but alternative splicing was also observed in 

intergenic regions and in antisense transcripts.  We believe that the antisense splicing 

events observed here signify additions to the growing list of antisense transcripts 

produced in P. falciparum and fall into two classes – those belonging to neighboring 

genes and thus representing gene overlap between already annotated genes, and those 

belonging to unannotated transcripts antisense to known gene models. Thus, this analysis 

of splice junctions in Plasmodium falciparum has provided insight into several 

understudied transcriptome features of the parasite. 

 

Materials and Methods 

Best reciprocal hits analysis 

A list of S. cerevisiae and H. sapiens splicing factors was assembled from the literature 

[14-16, 31, 32, 40-42] and protein sequences were obtained from the Saccharomyces 

Genome Database or the human International Protein Index ("Saccharomyces Genome 

Database" http://downloads.yeastgenome.org/ (06-18-2010), “Human International Protein Index” 

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/IPI/IPIhuman.html (06-23-2010)).  Each protein sequence was used in a 

BLASTp search of the P. falciparum proteome, and the top resulting hit was recorded 
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and then used as the query sequence for a reciprocal BLASTp of the appropriate 

transcriptome [13, 43].  

 

Prediction of RS domains in Plasmodium falciparum proteins 

Prediction of Plasmodium falciparum RS domain proteins was adapted from Boucher et 

al. [44].  BLASTp was performed on the P. falciparum proteome (PlasmoDB v6.3) using 

an artificial domain of 30 RS amino acid repeats (60 total amino acids).  Hits with e-

value < 0.05 had to have RSRS or SRSR exactly in their amino acid sequence to be 

retained. 

 

Generation of timepoint samples 

3D7 Oxford Plasmodium falciparum parasites were grown at 2% hematocrit in 30 x 

T150mL flasks with 50mL of volume each.  Repeat synchronization during peak invasion 

(number of rings = number of schizonts), and again 12 hours later, over 3 consecutive 

lifecycles produced 30 mL of packed blood containing 11% highly synchronized late 

schizont parasites.  This starter culture was allowed to invade 140 mL of unparasitized 

blood in 830 mL of culture medium in a 5 L dished bottom bioreactor (Applikon Inc., 

Brauwegg, Netherlands).  Bioreactor conditions and culture medium were as in Bozdech 

et al. [3].  4 hours later, the culture was diluted to approximately 5% hematocrit with 3 L 

of culture medium.  50% of the culture was harvested 11 hours after invasion, pelleted, 

and frozen at -80°C.  33% of the culture was harvested 22 hours after invasion, 10% 33 

hours after invasion, and 7% 44 hours after invasion.  Total RNA was harvested from 
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frozen pellets using Trizol (Invitrogen Corp., Carlsbad, CA), then poly-A selected using 

the Micro FastTrack 2.0 kit (Invitrogen Corp., Carlsbad, CA).  

 

Generation of RNA-Seq libraries 

Libraries were generated as in Sorber et al. [39].  Briefly, 1.2-1.6µg of polyA-selected 

RNA was reverse transcribed using 6bp-EciI-N9 (all primers can be found in 

Supplementary Table 1), and second strand cDNA synthesis was carried out with 13bp-

ModSolS-N9.  5 cycles of PCR were done with 6bp-EciI and biotin-short-Mod-SolS 

(biotin-short-Mod-PE-SolS for TP1 and TP2 libraries), followed by binding to Dynal 

Dynabeads M-280 (Invitrogen Corp., Carlsbad, CA).  Bead-bound material was digested 

with EciI, then treated with Antarctic Phosphatase (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA).  

Sol-L-NN annealed adapter was ligated onto cut ends.  5 final cycles of PCR were 

performed on ¼ of bead-bound material using Sol primer 1 and fullModSolS (fullMod-

PE-SolS for TP1 and TP2 libraries).  Remaining bead-bound material was subjected to 

three rounds of Long March using GsuI and the Sol-L-NN annealed adapter.  The 

additional TP4 library sequenced here derived from a fourth Long March of the thrice-

marched library described in Sorber et al. annealed to the Sol-L-AC-NN adapter [39].  

Final PCR on marched sub-libraries was as described for initial libraries.   

 

Illumina sequencing of RNA-Seq libraries 

For TP1-3, the initial library and the thrice-marched sub-library were clustered on an 

Illumina flow cell in separate lanes (Illumina, Hayward, CA).  For single-end libraries 

and the first read of paired-end libraries, Sol-SeqPrimer was used as the sequencing 
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primer, while PE-SolS-SeqPrimer was used to sequence the second read of paired-end 

libraries.  Up to 60 single base pair extensions were performed with image capture using 

an Illumina GA2 sequencer (Illumina, Hayward, CA; see Supplementary Table 2).  The 

Illumina Pipeline software suite version 0.2.2.6 (Illumina, Hayward, CA) was utilized for 

base calling from these images for TP3 and TP4, while versions 1.3.2 and 1.5.0 were 

used to base call TP1 and TP2 images. 

 

Analysis pipeline 

Raw sequence data from the above timecourse as well as from Otto et al. and Sorber et al. 

was subjected to the following analysis pipeline [6, 39].  First, barcodes were removed if 

necessary.  Next, reads were discarded if they contained greater than 12 nt of primer 

sequence, a repeat of A, T, C, G, or AT longer than 11 nt, or if they had more than 10 nt 

with a quality scores ≤ 5.  Identical sequences within a lane were compressed to a single 

sequence read.  The reads were then filtered to remove human sequences, as detected by 

blast against the human genome with an E-value of 0.00001 [43].   

 

The filtered read set was aligned to the Plasmodium falciparum genome, PlasmoDB 

version 6.3 [45], by Bowtie version 0.12.1, using default parameters except that 

alignment of reads with multiple matches was not allowed [46].  The reads unaligned by 

Bowtie were then aligned using Blat for a less stringent alignment [47].  Blat version 34 

was run with a tile size of 11, a step size of 1, using an ooc file to filter repetitive 

sequence.  The Bowtie alignments were combined with the high-scoring Blat alignments 

to yield a final set of aligned reads from which coverage statistics were generated. 
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HMMSplicer was also run on the filtered read set against the P. falciparum genome, 

PlasmoDB version 6.3 with a minimum intron size of 5 nt, a maximum intron size of 

1000 nt, and an anchor size of 6 nt (see Chapter 3).  All other parameters were left at 

default values.   

 

Operational definitions for data analysis 

See Supplementary Figure 1 for a description of terminology used to refer to specific 

parts of individual splice junctions.  For all definitions referencing gene models, a 

junction was established as mapping to a gene model only if an inner edge of the junction 

fell within the coordinates of the gene model. 

 

Known junction – maps to the same boundaries as a splice junction found in 

PlasmoDBv6.3 gene models or in EST data 

Novel junction – maps to boundaries not seen in PlasmoDBv6.3 gene models or in EST 

data 

Canonical junction – maps to 5’ GU-AG 3’ boundaries 

Noncanonical junction – maps to all other boundaries 

Conflicting junctions – a pair of splice junctions where an inner edge of one junction falls 

within the intronic portion of the other junction such that they must occur 

in a mutually exclusive manner in different transcript isoforms 

Antisense conflict – two junctions that conflict, with boundaries on opposite strands 
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Antisense junction – a splice junction that maps to boundaries antisense to a gene model, 

including junctions where only one boundary falls within the gene model  

Mutually exclusive alternate 5’ and 3’ splice sites – a pair of splice junctions where both 

the 5’ and 3’ splice site conflict  

Skipped exon – a splice junction that conflicts with two or more other junctions that 

themselves do not conflict  

Gene overlap – two annotated genes on opposite strands connected by either an antisense 

junction or by an EST 

 

Validation of conflicting splicing events 

A small-scale timecourse similar to the Bioreactor timecourse was performed using 

highly synchronous 3D7 Oxford parasites.  After invasion, samples were taken at 11, 22, 

33, and 44 hours and processed for total RNA as described above.  For each timepoint, 

1.5µg of total RNA was reverse transcribed at 42°C for 1.5 hours using 1.9µM random 

hexamer with Superscript III (Invitrogen Corp., Carlsbad, CA).  For each validation, 1µL 

of crude cDNA from the lifecycle stage with the highest representation of the novel 

junction by RNA-Seq was used in the outer PCR reaction with Herculase II Fusion 

polymerase (Agilent Technologies, Inc., Santa Clara, CA) and the appropriate outer 

primers (see Supplementary Table 3).  PCR conditions were 95°C for 2min, followed by 

20 cycles of 95°C for 30s, 52°C for 45s, and 65°C for 3min.  Outer PCRs were then 

purified using Zymo DNA-5 Clean and Concentrator columns (Zymo Research Corp., 

Orange, CA).  1/20th of the purified PCR product was used in a restriction digest reaction 

with 1-5U of the appropriate enzyme (Supplementary Table 3).  Digest conditions were 
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as recommended by the individual manufacturers and all digests were allowed to proceed 

for 1 hour, then were purified as above.  Inner PCRs used 1/10th of the purified digestion 

reaction with the same PCR conditions, except 30 cycles were performed and the 

appropriate inner primers were used (Supplementary Table 3).  Size appropriate bands 

were gel extracted from a 2% agarose gel using Promega’s Wizard SV Gel Extraction 

and PCR Clean-Up System (Promega Corp., Madison, WI), then TOPO TA cloned 

(Invitrogen Corp., Carlsbad, CA), and whole cell PCR of positive colonies was 

performed with M13F and R primers and Taq polymerase (Invitrogen Corp., Carlsbad, 

CA). Whole cell PCR products were sequenced using the BigDye Terminator v3.1 Cycle 

Sequencing Kit on an ABI 3130xl Genetic Analyzer (Life Technologies Corp., Carlsbad, 

CA).  Resulting sequences were trimmed for vector, then aligned to the Plasmodium 

falciparum genome (v6.3) using BLAT [47]. 

 

Results 

Overview of Plasmodium falciparum RNA-Seq datasets 

To investigate splicing in Plasmodium falciparum on a transcriptome-wide scale, we 

catalogued splice junctions from the parasite’s blood stages using short read RNA-Seq 

data. To guarantee adequate representation of the different parasite blood stages, 

timepoints were collected from a highly synchronous 3D7 Oxford culture approximately 

11, 22, 33, and 44 hours post-invasion, representing ring, trophozoite, late 

trophozoite/early schizont, and late schizont parasites.  After total RNA isolation, poly-A 

RNA was purified and prepared for Illumina sequencing using the Long March protocol 

[39].  Two other Plasmodium falciparum RNA-Seq datasets have been published 
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previously, one from 7 timepoints within the blood stage of 3D7 parasites by Otto et al. 

and one from the late schizont timepoint of our experiment [6, 39]. To maximize our 

transcriptome-wide examination of splicing, we included all sets of raw data in our 

analysis.   

 

The combined data was first filtered to remove reads with adapter sequence, long low 

complexity stretches, or an abundance of low quality bases.  After sequence compression 

by timepoint, the data was further filtered for human sequence.  This set of filtered reads 

was then used in two parallel analyses - the short read aligner Bowtie [46] and BLAT 

[47] were used to align reads back to the genome full length, while HMMSplicer was 

used to identify reads that crossed exon-exon splice junctions (see Chapter 2).  The 

Bowtie/BLAT pipeline was able to align approximately 84-194 million bases of sequence 

to the P. falciparum genome for each independent timepoint (Supplementary Table 2).  

Discounting antigenic variation gene families (272 vars, rifins, and stevors), the 

combined dataset gave us a median coverage of 59 reads per coding nucleotide per gene.   

93% of annotated genes had a median coverage of at least 5 reads per nucleotide.  

HMMSplicer was also run on the filtered dataset, with a minimum intron size of 5bp and 

a maximum intron size of 1000bp, covering 99.6% of all annotated P. falciparum introns.   

Over 1.9 million reads in the combined dataset were mapped to junctions by the 

algorithm (Supplementary Table 4).   

 

After identification of splice junctions, HMMSplicer assigns each one a score based on 

the strength of the supporting data and alignment.  A score is initially calculated for each 
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read, and reflects the number and sequence quality of bases supporting each side of the 

junction, as well as the validity of a gapped versus ungapped alignment.  As reads that 

support the same junction are collapsed, its score is increased for each new exonic base 

added, thereby indirectly rewarding junctions covered by multiple, unique reads.  Such 

scoring is highly accurate in discriminating true splice junctions from false positive splice 

junctions (see Chapter 3).  However, the algorithm reports all detected splice junctions, 

allowing the user to determine the appropriate results set for further analysis.   

 

For Plasmodium falciparum, PlasmoDB gene models and ESTs provide a set of 

previously known splice junctions that are likely to be legitimate [7-9, 45].  Therefore, to 

choose a set of HMMSplicer results for accurate transcriptome-wide characterization of 

splicing, 5’ GU-AG 3’ junctions found by HMMSplicer were compared to known 5’ GU-

AG 3’ junctions (Fig 1A), as the majority of P. falciparum splice junctions adhere to 

canonical eukaryotic intron boundaries [9, 48].  This comparison emphasized the bimodal 

distribution of the HMMSplicer results, with the majority of known junctions segregating 

by score from the majority of novel junctions. Even though junctions with scores as low 

as 489.4 matched previously known junctions, the score threshold was set at 1075 since 

novel junctions outnumber known junctions below this score (Fig 1A). Although most 

junctions above 1075 are predicted by more than one read, evenly split, high quality 

single reads with unambiguous alignments can theoretically score 1200. 

 

Canonical Splicing 
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HMMSplicer finds 7,655 5’ GU-AG 3’ junctions scoring at least 1075 within the RNA-

Seq data. Of these, 6,678 (87.2%) confirm introns in PlasmoDB gene models or ESTs.  

977 (12.8%) support novel introns, with the highest-ranking novel junction scoring 1920 

(Fig 1B).  431 (43.9%) of these novel junctions fall either totally or partially outside of 

annotated gene models, while 544 (55.4%) align within gene models.  Interestingly, 2 

(0.2%) novel junctions directly link genes encoded on opposite strands and suggest gene 

overlap. 

  

To confirm the validity of the novel 5’ GU-AG 3’ junctions, MEME motifs were 

calculated for their 5’ and 3’ splice sites [49]. These motifs were also calculated from the 

set of previously known junctions for comparison.  The novel junctions were expected to 

produce the same motifs as the known set if they represent true splicing events.  Indeed, 

no significant differences were observed between our calculated motifs for PlasmoDB/ 

EST matching junctions versus novel junctions, and both sets of motifs closely matched 

previously published results (Fig 1C) [12].  In contrast, motifs produced from the bottom 

10% of all novel junctions (score < 579) contained little information other than their 5’ 

GU-AG 3’ boundaries (Supplementary Figure 2). 

 

Noncanonical Splice Junctions 

The presence of 5’ GC-AG 3’ junctions in mapped P. falciparum ESTs [9, 21] suggests 

that the parasite possesses genuine noncanonical splice junctions, yet this likelihood has 

never been explicitly studied.  Since HMMSplicer reports all junctions regardless of 

boundaries, we explored this possibility.  However, three lines of evidence led us to 
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suspect that many of the 984 non-5’ GU-AG 3’ junctions with scores ≥ 1075 were false 

positives, and that discovery of credible noncanonical junctions would require additional 

curation.  First, 11.3% of all predictions above 1075 were bound by noncanonical splice 

sites, a significantly higher percentage of noncanonical junctions than typically found in 

other organisms [50, 51].  Second, the most common noncanonical boundaries 

represented in the list were not those that have been previously described (i.e. 5’ GC-AG 

3’ or 5’ AU-AC 3’) [50].  Finally, manual inspection revealed that many of them could be 

reassigned to canonical boundaries if read errors (such as base substitutions near the true 

splice site or small deletions) were invoked.  In fact, given that the probability of an 

erroneous read mapping to noncanonical boundaries (i.e. all possible boundary 

combinations except 5’ GU-AG 3’) is much greater than the probability of it mapping to 

canonical boundaries, it is not surprising that false positive rate within the noncanonical 

junctions list is higher than in the canonical junctions list. However, this high false 

positive rate caused the HMMSplicer score alone to be unable to distinguish the few true 

junctions from the noise created by erroneous reads. 

 

To aid in discovery of true junctions, two additional filters were applied to the 

noncanonical list.  Predictions where two canonical boundaries matching a previously 

known junction or one of our novel junctions could be reached by moving up to 15bp 

either to or from the other side of the read were filtered out first.  This filter was very 

similar to the sequence-dependent “wiggle” step of HMMSplicer, except that it allowed 

for more bps to be wiggled in a sequence-independent manner.  However, a significant 

number of noncanonical junctions remained.  Many aligned in areas of very high 
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coverage.  High coverage areas tend to generate more false positive junctions because a 

higher number of total reads results in a higher number of reads with errors.  Therefore, 

we imposed another filter eliminating junctions where coverage exceeded 1000 reads/bp 

within 100bp of the junction’s outer edges.  This filter lowered the number of 

noncanonical junctions to 273 with scores of at least 1075. 

 

The filtered predictions were then manually inspected.  Many were still explainable by 

read errors, such as missing or inserted bases.  However, 12 credible 5’ GC-AG 3’ 

junctions were found within this set.  Seven were supported by either EST evidence or 

annotated PlasmoDB gene models, while five novel 5’ GC-AG 3’ junctions corresponded 

well with full-length Bowtie coverage in the area (i.e. higher coverage in the proposed 

exonic versus intronic regions).   

 

We used MEME to construct 5’ and 3’ splice site motifs from the 12 5’ GC-AG 3’ 

junctions [49] (Fig 2).  The 3’ splice site motif was very similar to the 3’ splice site motif 

for canonical P. falciparum junctions. However, there were several clear differences 

between the 5’ splice site motifs for 5’ GC-AG 3’ junctions versus canonical junctions.  

While canonical P. falciparum 5’ splice sites have a slight preference for AG as the last 

two bases of the 5’ exon, this preference is much stronger for 5’ GC-AG 3’ junctions.  In 

fact, all 12 examples contained AG in these positions.  In addition, the preference for A at 

the third position of the intron is also absolute in all 12.  Perhaps most interesting is the 

strong preference for G at the fifth position in the intron.  While G is strongly preferred at 

this position in human canonical introns [12], and mutation of this G to other bases 
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reduces splicing fidelity in yeast [52], P. falciparum canonical introns have almost no 

base preference at this position (Fig 1C) [12].  These more rigid sequence preferences 

could indicate a stronger reliance on surrounding context for recognition of 5’ GC splice 

sites.  Stronger consensus 5’ splice site motifs have been documented for 5’ GC-AG 3’ 

introns in other organisms as well [51].  

 

5’ AT-AC 3’ splice sites have also been observed in introns excised by the U12 minor 

spliceosome [53]. Consistent with our failure to find any P. falciparum orthologs to 

proteins specific to the human U12-type spliceosome (data not shown) [42], no credible 

5’ AT-AC 3’ junctions were observed in the filtered noncanonical junction set.  

Similarly, a previous search by Lopez et al. for all snRNAs in a variety of eukaryotes 

returned no minor spliceosome snRNAs in any Apicomplexa, including the two rodent 

Plasmodium species examined [54].  

 

Some PlasmoDB junctions are not encountered 

Of the 8,435 predicted junctions in PlasmoDB gene models, 1,103 were not seen in the 

combined dataset even below the threshold.  Most of these belong to genes that were not 

substantially expressed during the experiments analyzed here.  However, we have 

junctions for 65 of them that do not match the boundaries indicated by the gene model, 

signifying either the presence of an isoform in the blood stages that differs from the gene 

model or a gene model error. 

 

Conflicting splice junctions represent alternative and antisense splicing 
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Alternative splicing increases transcriptome complexity by generating multiple isoforms 

from the same precursor.  Isoforms can differ in single 5’ or 3’ splice sites or in whole 

exons and introns.  To find alternative splicing within the combined dataset, including 

events between novel junctions, we constructed a “conflicting junctions” list.  In a pair 

wise manner, all canonical junctions found by HMMSplicer, as well as all 12 putative 5’ 

GC-AG 3’ junctions, were compared to each other.  To be counted as a conflicting pair, 

one of the inner edges of a junction must have aligned within the intronic area of the 

other junction.  Such instances were then ranked by the HMMSplicer score of the lowest 

scoring junction of the pair.  

 

While constructing our conflicting junctions list, we noticed a class of conflicts in which 

one junction contained intron boundaries in a given direction while the other mapped to 

intron boundaries in the opposite direction.  Although none of the datasets analyzed here 

were derived from a directional library, the orientation of intron boundaries has been used 

in the past to assign direction to ESTs [55].  In addition, widespread antisense 

transcription has been previously noted in P. falciparum [37], and ESTs antisense to gene 

models have also been documented [9].  Therefore, we believe it likely that these 

“antisense conflicts” derive from overlap of two spliced transcripts transcribed in 

opposite directions. 

 

To experimentally confirm our threshold for conflicting splice events, 21 events ranked at 

the top of the list, as well as 20 events below 1075, were tested using the strategy 

described in Figure 3A.  This set included twelve 5’ alternate splice sites, two 3’ alternate 
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splice sites, seventeen skipped exons, and ten spliced antisense transcripts (Table 2).  For 

simplicity, only conflicts between a previously known junction and a novel junction were 

tested.  For each validation, outer PCR primers flanking the area of interest were used to 

amplify the region from reverse transcribed total RNA from the appropriate timepoint of 

an independent 3D7 Oxford timecourse.  Outer PCR reactions were then digested with a 

restriction enzyme that cut only the known isoform, leaving the novel isoform intact.  

Nested inner PCR primers were then used to amplify any uncut material to detectable 

levels.  These PCR products were sequenced to confirm the identity of the resulting 

bands.   

 

Above the threshold, 19 of 21 (90.5%) conflicting splice events with scores ranging from 

1189.3 to 1544.2 were confirmed, including a skipped exon in MAL13P1.159 

(thioredoxin) and an antisense conflict mapping to PFF0290w (long chain 

polyunsaturated fatty acid elongation enzyme) (Fig 3B, C).  As expected, the 

confirmation rate was lower for the 20 conflicting events tested below the score 

threshold.  However, 13 (65%) of these events with scores ranging from 984.6 to 1050.5 

were also confirmed, verifying that our threshold is conservative - in addition to 

excluding false positive junctions, it also excludes some true splicing events, such as the 

3’ alternate splice site in PFB0279w (conserved Plasmodium protein, Fig 3D).  The 

lowest scoring event tested, an antisense conflict mapping to PF11_0355 (conserved 

Plasmodium protein), was verified, while higher scoring conflicts were not.  Differences 

in primer or restriction enzyme efficiencies could account for this inconsistency, as 

validation schemes were not individually optimized. 
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Genome-wide characterization of alternative splicing 

Conflicting splicing events scoring at least 1075 were organized into clusters to 

characterize alternative splicing.  Clusters were built by iteratively searching the 

conflicting junctions list for other pair wise conflicts involving any of the junctions 

already populating the cluster.  These initial clusters were then divided into sense and 

antisense clusters where applicable. In total, 196 (48.3%) alternate 5’ splice sites, 145 

(35.7%) alternate 3’ splice sites, 8 (2.0%) mutually exclusive alternate 5’ and 3’ splice 

sites, and 56 (13.8%) skipped exons were tallied (Table 3).  The majority of these events 

occurred in gene models in the sense direction, though some also occurred in intergenic 

areas outside of gene models. While these intergenic regions could not be definitively 

assigned to gene models, they most likely indicate alternative splicing in unannotated P. 

falciparum UTRs.  Interestingly, all four types of alternative splicing were also seen in 

antisense clusters.  Further analysis of antisense splicing is discussed in the next section. 

 

Of the 310 alternative splicing events mapped to gene models in the sense direction, 279 

(90%) have the potential to change the predicted coding sequence.  Of those, 82 (29.4%) 

maintain coding frame, with 13 adding between one and twelve amino acids, and 68 

removing between one and 148 amino acids from the predicted protein.  In contrast, the 

majority of alternative splicing events (197 or 70.6%) result in frameshifts. Six of these 

events lead to elongation of the coding region, 162 introduce premature termination 

codons, and 29 could not be analyzed without assuming which downstream junction(s) 

co-occur in a given isoform. 
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In other organisms, protein-coding genes have been shown to produce frameshifted 

alternate transcripts with premature stop codons that are marked for degradation by the 

nonsense-mediated decay (NMD) pathway as a mechanism of post-transcriptional 

regulation [56, 57]. Thus, one possible explanation for the abundance of frameshifting 

alternative splicing events is that these transcripts represent intermediates destined for 

NMD, although this pathway has never been shown to exist in P. falciparum.  The core 

components of the surveillance complex, UPF1, UPF2, and UPF3, are conserved from 

yeast to humans (although humans contain two UPF3 paralogs, UPF3a and UPF3b) [58]. 

Using human and yeast sequences for the core surveillance proteins, best reciprocal hits 

analysis was able to find orthologs to all three necessary NMD components in 

Plasmodium falciparum (Table 1). In lower eukaryotes, distance from the normal context 

of a stop codon (such as the poly-A tail) triggers NMD.  While it is unclear what the 

criteria may be in P. falciparum, 161 of 162 events introduce premature termination 

codons more than 100bp upstream of the “normal” stop codon. In addition, 119 (73%) of 

the 162 alternative splicing events that introduce premature termination codons do so 

more than 50bp upstream of the last splice junction, which would render them eligible for 

NMD in mammalian systems [58]. 

 

Because RNA-Seq data are comprised of short reads, the combination of splice sites used 

in a given isoform cannot be resolved, and thus the exact number of isoforms encoded by 

the alternative splicing events discerned here could not be determined.  However, 

transcriptome-wide, the combined dataset supports the existence of between 279 and 369 
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alternative isoforms (533 and 623 total isoforms) for the 254 genes in which conflicting 

junctions were detected.  The alternative splicing events for most genes maximally 

supports between 2 and 4 isoforms.  However, a handful of genes (PF14_0338, 

PFF0630c, PFL1440c, PFC0495w, and PFC0912w) have the potential to encode up to 16 

different isoforms.  PFC0495w (plasmepsin VI) is particularly interesting because, in 

addition to supporting up to 8 sense isoforms, an overlapping antisense junction was also 

validated for it (Table 2).  

 

Genome-wide characterization of antisense splicing 

Because the initial discovery of antisense splice junctions in the RNA-Seq data was made 

by looking for conflicts between junctions, we expanded the antisense junctions list to 

include all junctions with at least one intron boundary antisense to an annotated gene 

model.  Using the score threshold of 1075, this list contains 199 antisense junctions 

mapping to 148 gene models.  In addition, antisense junctions overlapping 16 of these 

genes appear to undergo alternative splicing to produce between 38 and 59 different 

isoforms in total.  

 

Interestingly, over 86% of antisense junctions map to intron-containing genes, though 

only slightly more than half of genes in Plasmodium falciparum contain introns.  This 

bias is significant, with a binomial probability of ~3e-24. One explanation for this trend is 

that introns in antisense transcripts tend to overlap introns in sense transcripts.  Indeed, 

54% of bases encompassed in the intronic portions of antisense junctions are annotated as 

gene model introns, while only 26% of the bases within intron-containing genes are 
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annotated as intronic and only 10% of bases are annotated as intronic in the transcriptome 

as a whole. This number increases to 65% when only antisense junctions with both inner 

edges mapping within the same gene model are considered (161 of 200 total antisense 

junctions).  Overlap with sense introns is highly statistically significant (p-value of Chi 

squared test < 0.001) when compared to random placement of antisense junctions within 

the genes they map to. Thus antisense introns appear to not only overlap intron-

containing genes significantly more often than expected, but also overlap the intron 

portions of sense genes significantly more than expected.    

 

The occurrence of novel junctions connecting neighboring gene models on opposite 

strands in the dataset (Figure 1B) suggested that previously unrecognized overlap 

between annotated genes could explain at least some antisense junctions.  23 antisense 

junctions could be attributed to overlap between 15 pairs of annotated genes based on 

junctions and ESTs that link neighboring gene models on opposite strands 

(Supplementary Table 5).  Only 1 gene pair (PFE1425c/PFE1420w) is annotated as 

overlapping, while 9 have prior EST evidence of overlap.  The remaining 5 pairs have no 

prior evidence of transcript overlap.  Twelve pairs appear to be arranged in a tail-to-tail 

(overlapping 3’ ends) fashion, while 3 are arranged in a head-to-head (overlapping 5’ 

ends) fashion.  A few studies have reported a similar bias toward tail-to-tail overlaps in 

mammalian genomes [59], while others refute this assertion [35]. 

  

Overlap between annotated genes, however, could not explain all antisense junctions seen 

in the RNA-Seq data.  Of the 177 antisense junctions without direct evidence of 
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neighboring gene overlap, 49 map to genes where neighbors on either side are on the 

same strand.  This observation argues strongly for the presence of unannotated transcripts 

overlapping annotated genes in an antisense manner.  We further investigated whether 

these 177 antisense junctions might belong to coding or noncoding transcripts.  Genomic 

sequence 300 nt upstream and downstream of each junction was merged and translated in 

all three frames, and the length of the longest open reading frame (ORF) that crossed the 

junction was assessed.  Of 177 junctions, only 16 occur in an ORF greater than 100 

amino acids long.  For comparison, the average exon size in P. falciparum intron-

containing genes is 184 amino acids.  It is possible that these antisense junctions connect 

shorter than average exons, or that they occur in UTR regions of unannotated genes.  It is 

also possible that many of them belong to noncoding transcripts.  Further elucidation of 

the structure of these antisense transcripts is necessary to determine if their primary 

function is to encode proteins or not.  

 

Discussion 

Using our own RNA-Seq data, as well as data from Otto et al. and Sorber et al. [6, 39], 

we investigated splicing transcriptome-wide during the blood-stage development of the 

malaria parasite Plasmodium falciparum.  In the past, mRNA and EST data have been 

used for such analysis.  However, no mRNA data exists for P. falciparum and while the 

several EST libraries published from the parasite provided useful supporting information 

during our analysis, many gene models are still not supported by ESTs while those that 

are are often incompletely covered.  RNA-Seq provides the advantage of capturing an 

entire transcriptome at once in millions of short reads. However, one disadvantage of 
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RNA-Seq is that a single transcript is not captured from beginning to end, as the 

sequencing reads are short.  Despite this limitation, the orders-of-magnitude increase in 

throughput over EST libraries expanded the repertoire of splice junctions known in the 

parasite by more than 10% in the present study.  

 

The ability to accurately map junction reads within the RNA-Seq dataset proved crucial 

to our analysis.  For this purpose, we used the splice site detection algorithm 

HMMSplicer (see Chapter 3).  The algorithm has two main strengths – first, junctions are 

found by direct gapped alignment of reads to the reference genome with no reliance on 

gene models or ungapped read coverage.  Second, the algorithm does not filter its output 

junction set – rather, it scores each splice junction on the strength of its supporting data 

and allows the user to determine the appropriate set of results for further analysis.  We 

chose to set a score threshold, which in essence defines an acceptable false positive rate 

within the chosen junction set (see Chapter 3). Because a low false positive rate was 

desired for accurate characterization of splicing in P. falciparum, our threshold was 

determined based on representation of already known canonical splice junctions.  

However, setting a threshold held the disadvantage of excluding some known junctions, 

and therefore excluding some true novel junctions as well.  Indeed, 13 novel junctions 

below 1075 were experimentally validated out of 20 attempted (Table 2).  However, the 

validity of splice junctions below 1075 could not be relied on without such verification 

and thus they were excluded from downstream analysis. 
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Unfortunately, the score threshold alone proved too simplistic a filter for noncanonical 

junctions, as these were plagued by false positive splice junctions created by reads with 

library preparation or sequencing errors. Given that the expected number of true 

noncanonical versus canonical junctions was low and that the probability of an erroneous 

read mapping to noncanonical versus canonical boundaries is quite high, a high false 

positive rate in the noncanonical set was not surprising.  In fact the threshold did filter the 

set quite well – in the dataset as a whole, noncanonical junctions outnumber canonical 

junctions, while above the threshold, canonical junctions outnumber noncanonical by 

more than 8 to 1.  The remaining high scoring false positive junctions likely arise from 

errors created during library preparation that are not reflected by poor sequence quality 

and thus were not penalized during HMMSplicer’s scoring step. Surprisingly, some of the 

highest scoring noncanonical false positive junctions were supported by multiple reads 

from both analyzed timecourses, indicating reproducible errors. Regardless, additional 

filters along with manual inspection were able to recover 12 credible 5’ GC-AG 3’ 

junctions within the noncanonical junctions list, 5 of which were novel.  It is unclear how 

complete this list is given that percent of splice junctions mapping to 5’ GC-AG 3’ splice 

sites remains several fold lower in P. falciparum than in other organisms [50].   

 

Pair-wise comparison between junctions uncovered alternative splicing in 254 genes 

(8.7% of P. falciparum genes with introns), as well as in intergenic regions that could not 

be assigned to a particular gene.  This analysis also uncovered the presence of splice 

junctions antisense to gene models. These junctions likely derive from overlapping 

annotated genes and unannotated antisense transcripts, and themselves are sometimes 
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alternatively spliced.  Disregarding gene models during discovery of alternative splicing 

afforded the analysis several advantages.  Ambiguous cases where a junction distinct 

from that in the gene model was found, yet the gene model junction was never recovered 

were not considered alternative splicing.  Although these instances could actually 

represent gene model errors, making it inappropriate to classify them without additional 

data.  Conversely, areas of the transcriptome with no gene model, but for which multiple 

junctions that could not possibly exist within the same transcript were found are clear 

examples of alternative splicing that would be missed by reliance on a gene model 

reference.  In particular, the presence of alternative splicing in antisense transcripts would 

have been missed. 

 

One limitation of our analysis is the inability to detect intron retention in the P. 

falciparum RNA-Seq data.  Fundamentally, identifying retained introns presents a 

different problem from identifying other types of alternative splicing.  Rather than 

correctly aligning splice junctions, unusually high intron coverage must be detected.  

Therefore, unless the intron-retained isoform comprises a significant proportion of the 

total transcript, its signal is difficult to distinguish from the typical low-level coverage 

associated with most transcribed introns. The problem is compounded in Plasmodium 

falciparum by the fact that intron sequence is extremely A/T-rich (~90%) and thus much 

less unique than exon sequence [10].  Thus both alignment difficulties and coverage noise 

prevented analysis of intron retention in this dataset.    
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Elucidation of alternative splicing events is just the first step in fully understanding a 

complex transcriptome.  As we have shown, some of the alternative splicing events 

captured here appear to leave the coding frame intact, albeit with added or subtracted 

codons.  The functional implications of these potential protein isoforms must be further 

examined on a case-by-case basis.  Likewise, events that disrupt the coding frame of a 

transcript could produce functional protein isoforms (truncated in most cases) or could 

represent intermediates in gene regulation coupling alternative splicing to nonsense-

mediated decay.  Genetic disruption of the surveillance complex could determine which 

if any of these isoforms are normally subjected to NMD.  

 

Our analysis uncovered not only constitutive and alternative splicing in P. falciparum, 

but also complex transcriptional arrangements in the parasite.  Antisense junctions in the 

data indicate overlap between annotated sense genes and antisense transcripts, some of 

which appear to be extensions of neighboring annotated genes, while most likely arise 

from unannotated genes.  For unknown reasons, antisense splice junctions tend to 

encompass sense introns more than would be expected by chance.  It is unknown if this is 

a general property of antisense junctions or if this phenomenon is specific to P. 

falciparum antisense splice junctions.  Perhaps antisense introns must be spliced out in 

approximately the same area as sense introns so that the transcripts can physically 

interact with one another.  Another explanation is that the low complexity sequence that 

comprises P. falciparum introns is not useful to a transcript transcribed from either strand 

and thus must be removed.  Alternatively, the degenerate nature of splice signals in P. 

falciparum introns could cause some areas to be recognized in both directions by the 
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splicing machinery. Further inquiry is necessary to determine which of these hypotheses 

holds true.  
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Figures 

Figure 1. Canonical junctions found by HMMSplicer 

 

A) Histogram of canonical (5’ GU-AG 3’) junctions found by HMMSplicer in the 

combined RNA-Seq data binned by score.  The dark blue line plots all junctions reported 

by HMMSplicer, while the red line charts HMMSplicer junctions that match previously 

known junctions in PlasmoDB v6.3 gene models or in ESTs.  The light blue line charts 
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novel HMMSplicer junctions.  The dashed line drawn at 1075 represents the score 

threshold.  B) Breakdown of canonical junctions above 1075, with additional 

classification of novel junctions.  “Outside of genes” refers to novel junctions where at 

least one side did not map within a gene model.  “Within genes” indicates that both sides 

mapped to the same gene model.  “Connect genes” indicates that the sides mapped to 

neighboring gene models.  C) Comparison of the 5’ and 3’ splice site MEME motifs for 

previously known junctions versus novel junctions above 1075.  Red bars indicate the 5’ 

GU-AG 3’ boundaries used for inclusion in the set.  The height of each letter indicates 

the preference strength for that nucleotide at each position. 
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Figure 2.  Splice site motifs for GC-AG junctions 

 

MEME 5’ and 3’ splice site motifs for manually curated 5’ GC-AG 3’ HMMSplicer 

junctions (n = 12).  Red bars indicate the boundaries used for inclusion in the set. The 

height of each letter indicates the preference strength for that nucleotide at each position. 

The large error bars derive from the small size of the input set. 
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Figure 3.  Validation of conflicting junctions 

 

A) Shade indicates the relative abundance of each isoform.  Initial outer PCR (green 

arrows) amplifies both isoforms from cDNA.  A restriction enzyme then cuts the known 

isoform.  Nested inner PCR (blue arrows) amplifies only the uncut, novel isoform, which 

is then sequence confirmed.  Gbrowse windows depict validation of a skipped exon in 

MAL13P1.159 (B), an antisense junction in PFF0290w (C), and an alternate 3’splice site 

in PFB0279w (D) [60]. All HMMSplicer junctions scoring higher than 980 are shown as 
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either dark blue bars (known junctions) or light blue bars (novel conflicting junctions). 

The number of reads supporting each junction is shown in the bars, while the direction of 

the arrow reflects the direction of the splice sites.  Validation sequencing results are 

shown in magenta.  Bowtie coverage for each nucleotide in the window is shown as a 

histogram.  Underneath, the dark blue bars depict PlasmoDB v6.3 gene models with 

numbers denoting the exons, while the gold bars at the bottom of each window depict 

ESTs.   
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Tables 

Table 1.  Putative Plasmodium falciparum splicing factor orthologs 

Complex Human / Yeast Pf Ortholog  Complex Human / Yeast Pf Ortholog 
snRNP core SNRPB / SMB1 PF14_0146  U4/U6 PRPF3 / PRP3 MAL13P1.45 
(stability and  SNRPD1 / SMD1 PF11_0266  (catalytic  NHP2L1 / SNU13 PF11_0250 

functionofU1, SNRPD2 / SMD2 PFB0865w  activation of  PRPF4 / PRP4 MAL13P1.385† 
U2, U4, and  SNRPD3 / SMD3 PFI0475w  spliceosome) PRPF31 / PRP31 PFD0450c 
U5 snRNPs) SNRPE / SME1 MAL13P1.253   PPIH / - PF08_0121* 

 SNRPF / SMX3 PF11_0280  tri-snRNP SART1 / SNU66 PFC1060c† 
 SNRPG / SMX2 MAL8P1.48  (activation of  USP39 / SAD1 PF13_0096† 

U6 core LSM2 / LSM2 PFE1020w  spliceosome) SNRNP27 / - MAL8P1.71†* 
(stability and  LSM3 / LSM3 PF08_0049  hPrp19/CDC5  PRPF19 / PRP19 PFC0365w 

function of  LSM4 / LSM4 PF11_0524  (specification of  CRNKL1 / CLF1 PFD0180c 
U6 snRNP) LSM5 / LSM5 PF14_0411  U5 and U6  CDC5L / CEF1 PF10_0327† 

 LSM6 / LSM6 PF13_0142*  interactions with  ISY1 / ISY1 PF14_0688 
 LSM7 / LSM7 PFL0460w  RNA) BCAS2 / SNT309 PFF0695w†* 
 NAA38 / LSM8 MAL8P1.9*   XAB2 / SYF1 PFL1735c† 

U1 SNRNP70 / SNP1 MAL13P1.338   PLRG1 / PRP46 PFC0100c† 
(initial 5'ss  SNRPA / MUD1 MAL13P1.35*   SYF2 / SYF2 ? 

recognition) SNRPC / YHC1 PF08_0084   SNW1 / PRP45 PFB0875c† 
U2 SNRPA1 / LEA1 PF13_0362   BUD31 / BUD31 PFE1140c 

(BP detection) SNRPB2 / MSL1 PFI1695c   PPIE / - ? 
U2-related  U2AF1 / - PF11_0200*   CCDC12 / - PF14_0490† 

(BP & poly-Y U2AF2 / MUD2 PF14_0656*   AQR / - PF13_0273†* 
recognition) SF1 / MSL5 PFF1135w   CWC15 / CWC15 PF07_0091* 

SF3a  SF3A1 / PRP21 PF14_0713†   PPIL1 / - PFE1430c* 

(stability ofU2- SF3A2 / PRP11 PFF0970w 
 Non-snRNP 

factors DHX16 / PRP2 ? 
BP interaction) SF3A3 / PRP9 PFI1215w   BAT1 / SUB2 PFB0445c 

SF3b  SF3B1 / HSH155 PFC0375c   DDX46 / PRP5 PFE0430w† 
(stability SF3B2 / CUS1 PF14_0587  (second step  SLU7 / SLU7 PFF0500c 

of U2-BP SF3B3 / RSE1 PFL1680w  factors) DHX38 / PRP16 MAL13P1.322 
interaction) SF3B4 / HSH49 PF14_0194   CDC40 / CDC40 PFL0970w 

 SF3B5 / YSF3 PF13_0296   PRPF18 / PRP18 PFI1115c 
 PHF5A / RDS3 PF10_0179a  (RNA release) DHX8 / PRP22 PF10_0294† 
 SF3B14 / - PFL1200c*  NMD UPF1 / NAM7 PF10_0057 

U5 DDX23 / PRP28 PFE0925c  (detection of  UPF2 / NMD2 PFI1265w† 
(catalytic  CD2BP2 / LIN1 PF10_0310†  nonsense  UPF3A / UPF3 ? 

activation of EFTUD2 / SNU114 PF10_0041*  transcripts) UPF3B / - PF13_0158* 
spliceosome) SNRNP200/ BRR2 PFD1060w  SR & hnRNP SRSF1 / - PFE0865c* 

 TXNL4A / DIB1 PFL1520w    SRSF12 / - PFE0160c* 
 PRPF8 / PRP8 PFD0265w   PTBP2 / - PFF0320c* 
 PRPF6 / PRP6 PF11_0108   SFRS4 / - PF10_0217* 
 SNRNP40 / - MAL8P1.43*   TRA2B / - PF10_0028†* 
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Putative Plasmodium falciparum splicing and nonsense-mediated decay factor orthologs 

identified by reciprocal best hits analysis with human or Saccharomyces cerevisiae 

sequences.  The human or S. cerevisiae factor in large font represents the best match for 

the P. falciparum ortholog.  Spliceosomal and NMD factors not found are in red and are 

denoted with question marks, while SR and hnRNP factors not found are not shown.  S. 

cerevisiae orthologs that do not reside in the same complex as their human counterparts 

are italicized. * Orthologs identified only by the human sequence.  †P. falciparum 

proteins described in PlasmoDB as “conserved Plasmodium protein” or with descriptions 

that do not reflect involvement in splicing.  
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Table 2.  Verification of novel junctions in conflict with known junctions.   

Gene Name PlasmoDBv6.3 Description Score Validated Type 
Frame
-shift? 

Isoform 
Difference R T 

LT
/ES S 

PFL1810w conserved Plasmodium protein 1544.2 Y 5'ss N 132bp (44aa) 11 8 8 5 
  1283.2 Y 5'ss N 219bp (73aa) 3 0 2 1 
PFE0390w conserved Plasmodium protein 1422.1 Y 5'ss N 66bp (22aa) 13 10 6 2 
PF13_0138 MSF-1 like protein 1372 Y 5'ss Y 56bp 7 5 2 6 

PFI0400c 
conserved Plasmodium 
membrane protein 1369.8 Y exon skip N 126bp (42aa) 2 1 14 1 

PFF0290w 
long chain polyunsaturated 
fatty acid elongation enzyme 1291.8 Y antisense - N/A 9 6 10 5 

MAL13P1.225 thioredoxin 1277.3 Y exon skip Y 34bp 2 6 0 0 
PFE0055c heat shock protein 1275.4 Y 5'ss Y 37bp 54 14 2 7 
MAL8P1.126 serine protease 1257.4 Y 5'ss Y 110bp 1 1 8 7 
PF10_0025 PF70 protein 1256.8 Y 5'ss N 75bp (25aa) 18 2 0 0 

PFD1050w alpha-tubulin II 1243.2 - antisense - N/A 1 0 4 1 
MAL13P1.159* thioredoxin 1239.9 Y exon skip N 33bp (11aa) 0 1 0 2 

PFC0780w 
cleavage and polyadenylation 
specific factor 1231.7 - antisense - N/A 2 6 23 7 

PFD0775c RNA binding protein 1228.4 Y antisense - N/A 1 7 6 0 
PF10_0194 NOP12-like protein 1219.4 Y exon skip Y 41bp 1 0 0 1 
PFL1440c conserved Plasmodium protein 1217.6 Y exon skip N 57bp (19aa) 0 2 0 1 
PF11_0291 conserved Plasmodium protein 1203.5 Y 5'ss Y 40bp 1 0 0 5 

PFC0360w 
activator of HSP90 ATPase 
homolog 1-like protein 1200.5 Y exon skip Y 223bp 1 1 2 0 

PFC0495w plasmepsin VI 1192.6 Y antisense - N/A 0 0 6 2 
PF14_0394 conserved Plasmodium protein 1190 Y 5'ss N 99bp (33aa) 2 4 4 0 
MAL13P1.146 AMP deaminase 1189.3 Y antisense - N/A 1 1 0 0 
PF11_0379 conserved Plasmodium protein 1050.5 Y exon skip N 60bp (20aa) 1 0 0 1 

PFL1445w conserved Plasmodium protein 1041.3 Y exon skip Y 85bp 0 7 0 0 
MAL13P1.16 SNARE protein 1034.7 Y exon skip N 108bp (36aa) 0 0 0 4 
MAL13P1.277 DNAJ-like protein 1034.2 Y exon skip Y 146bp 2 0 2 0 
PFF1210w phosphatidic acid phosphatase 1032.4 Y 5'ss Y 67bp 2 0 2 5 
PFB0600c conserved Plasmodium protein 1026.1 Y antisense - N/A 1 1 2 0 
PF14_0128 ubiquitin conjugating enzyme 1018.5 Y exon skip Y 103bp 0 1 2 0 

PF14_0316 DNA topoisomerase II 1011.4 - 5'ss Y 460bp 0 0 2 1 
PFB0279w* conserved Plasmodium protein 1010.9 Y 3'ss Y 98bp 1 4 2 0 
PFL1465c heast shock protein hslv 1004.5 - exon skip Y 39bp (13aa) 0 2 0 4 
PF10_0372 antigen UB05 1004.4 - antisense - N/A 0 1 0 1 
PF11_0182 conserved Plasmodium protein 1004.1 Y exon skip Y 56bp 0 0 4 0 

PFF0365c 
G-protein associated signal 
transduction protein 996.3 - exon skip N 162bp (54aa) 2 0 0 0 

PFB0445c DEAD box helicase, UAP56 995.9 - 3'ss N 75bp (25aa) 1 0 0 0 
PFD0895c Bet3 transport protein 991 - antisense - N/A 0 0 2 0 
PF10_0116 conserved Plasmodium protein 989.9 Y 5'ss N 75bp (25aa) 0 0 2 0 

PF14_0604 conserved Plasmodium protein 988.1 Y exon skip Y 343bp 1 0 0 0 
PFI0560c conserved Plasmodium protein 987.7 Y exon skip Y 40bp 1 0 0 2 

PFB0550w 
peptide chain release factor 
subunit 1 985.5 - exon skip Y 155bp 0 0 2 0 

PF11_0355 conserved Plasmodium protein 984.6 Y antisense - N/A 1 1 0 0 
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Conflicts are ranked by score.  * Indicates validations shown in more detail in Figurs 3.  

For all conflict types except antisense, the novel junction was evaluated for maintenance 

of open reading frame - nucleotide and amino acid (if applicable) differences between 

novel and known isoforms are listed.  Read counts for novel junctions (normalized by the 

number of reads mapped full-length by Bowtie for each timepoint) are listed for ring (R, 

(TP1, TP0, TP8)), troph (T, (TP2, TP16, TP24)), late troph/early schizont (LT/ES, (TP3, 

TP32), and schizont (S, (TP4, TP40, TP48)) timepoints. 
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Table 3.  Alternative splicing events by type and area in the genome 
 

 In genes Intergenic  Antisense Total 

5’ splice site 142 39 15 196 

3’ splice site 114 23 8 145 

5’ and 3’ splice site 3 4 2 9 

Skipped exon 51 3 2 56 

Total 310 69 27 406 
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